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Abstract

Elucidating dynamics in soft materials using low-dose electron and cathodoluminescence
microscopy

by

Rebecca Bo-Lam Wai

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Naomi Ginsberg, Chair

Real-space imaging provides real-space information about the properties of a sample, which
in turn provides insight into the correlation between physical properties and different regions
of the sample. With repeated imaging, we can record movies that reveal spatio-temporal
correlations. Many processes that are important for life and in emergent technologies occur
at the nanoscale, a length scale that is typically difficult for optical microscopies to access.
In particular, observing dynamics in these systems proves to be challenging, where existing
microscopy techniques provide different trade-offs in spatial resolution, temporal resolution,
and sample damage. In this dissertation, we use low-dose scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and cathodoluminescence (CL) microscopy to elucidate dynamics in delicate materials
at the nanoscale.

Chapter 2 focuses on using time-resolved cathodoluminescence (TRCL) microscopy to de-
termine the spatial variation in the lifetime of a Mn2+ dopant in a metal halide perovskite.
We observe enhanced Mn2+ luminescence at the edges of halide perovskite microplates. Us-
ing TRCL, we reveal two luminescent decay components that we attribute to two different
Mn2+ populations. While each component appears to be present both near the surface and
in the bulk, the origin of the intensity variation stems from a higher proportion of the longer
lifetime component near the perovskite surface. We suggest that this increased CL emission
is caused by an increased probability of electron-hole recombination on the Mn2+ dopant
near the perovskite surface due to an increased trap concentration there.

Chapter 3 of this dissertation focuses on developments in cathodoluminescence-activated
imaging by resonant energy transfer (CLAIRE) microscopy. We discuss the production of
thin, free-standing scintillator imaging chips for CLAIRE imaging and demonstrate that
CLAIRE is capable of imaging dynamic processes in both soft materials and with metal
nanoparticle labels. We then discuss our efforts to expand CLAIRE capabilities to other
samples. We developed an aqueous encapsulation scheme using multi-layer graphene to
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expand the compatibility of CLAIRE imaging to samples that are otherwise incompatible
with the vacuum environment of the experiment. Additionally, we report preliminary steps
towards using CLAIRE imaging to study photosynthetic membranes.

Chapter 4 focuses on the use of a low-dose electron beam to both drive and record dynamics
in an interfacial polycrystalline colloidal monolayer. We describe the formation of these
polycrystalline monolayers at the surface of an ionic liquid droplet and the incorporation
of large particle dopants in the polycrystalline lattice. We demonstrate that an electron
beam perturbation drives a reduction in particle density in the center of the imaging field
of view due to a combination of outward particle flow and detaching from the interface and
becoming immersed into the bulk ionic liquid. We find that the rate of this reduction in
particle density depends on the number of large particle dopants present in the lattice and
discuss possible explanations for this dependence.

Together, these experiments demonstrate the utility of low-dose SEM and CL microscopy
in capturing nanoscale dynamics in a variety of samples that are not typically robust to
electron beam imaging. These methods extend nanoscale imaging to materials that are not
compatible with other super-resolution imaging techniques or traditional electron microscopy,
providing opportunities to explore dynamics in a wide range of other samples, from soft
biological materials to next generation self assembled meta-materials.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Super-resolution microscopy and the diffraction
limit

Imaging science enables access to real-space information, which can provide important insight
into various aspects of many systems, such as correlations between properties of different
regions of the sample. With the addition of time resolution, images can be used to create
movies that directly show changes in both time and space, enabling further understanding
of how these samples evolve and revealing spatio-temporal correlations. An important fron-
tier for applications of imaging science is the size scale of the samples that are accessible
to imaging techniques. Nanoscale samples and processes, ranging from protein motion in
biological samples [1, 2] to colloidal nanoparticle assemblies [3, 4] have many mysteries to
solve, where the size of the system presents both a new avenue for scientific inquiry but also
a fundamental challenge to overcome.

Imaging science in the form of optical microscopy has been well developed and used
widely across many fields. However, an important limitation exists for directly extending
those capabilities to nanoscale samples. The optical diffraction limit restricts the resolving
power of a very good traditional fluorescence microscope to about 200 nm, leaving many
nanoscale processes out of reach [5]. Many approaches to imaging nanoscale samples have
been developed, each with their own tradeoffs for size resolution, time resolution, and sample
considerations. Here, we first provide an overview of available nanoscale imaging techniques.
We then introduce the techniques used in this dissertation to probe various nanoscale phe-
nomena.

1.2 Existing approaches to super-resolution imaging
The optical diffraction limit describes the size at which two features that are close together
become impossible to distinguish with an optical microscope [5]. A single emitter in an
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optical microscope will produce an Airy disk, comprised of a high intensity central emission
surrounded by lower intensity “rings” produced by the constructive and destructive inter-
ference of the emitted light, which defines the resolution of an optical microscope in the
focal plane [6]. This resolution is given by λ

2NA
, where λ is the wavelength of the light used

for imaging and NA is the numerical aperture of the imaging setup. Practical limitations
to the enhancement of the NA in microscope objectives limit this approach to enhancing
spatial resolution. Widely used nanoscale imaging techniques either use short wavelength
light sources or clever optical techniques to circumvent the limitations of distinguishing Airy
disks.

1.2.1 Short wavelength sources

UV and X-ray sources have shorter wavelengths than visible light and therefore can access
smaller length scales even if they are diffraction limited. X-ray imaging can provide either
real-space information, such as in scanning transmission X-ray microscopy or reciprocal
space information, such as in X-ray diffraction techniques [7]. A major consideration for
techniques based on these sources is that the interaction between the high energy source and
the sample can result in unwanted sample damage, particularly in soft material samples [8].
In this case, samples may either be too susceptible to damage to image or repeated imaging
to study dynamics may not be possible. However, UV and X-ray based imaging techniques
are powerful resources for samples that are not adversely affected by the high energy.

1.2.2 Optical methods

Another strategy for super-resolution microscopies is to employ optical excitation with visible
wavelengths, but to circumvent the optical diffraction limit in some other way. A widely used
class of related techniques uses activated emitters to take advantage of the ability to fit a
single point spread function and assign the position of the emitter to the center of the point
spread function. This includes photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM), stochastic
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM), and fluorescence photoactivation localization
(fPALM) [9, 10]. The general concept centers around fluorophores that are sparsely activated,
such that only a few emit at any given time and can be individually localized. By repeating
this activation, the localized emitters can be used to gradually build up a map of the full
system. These strategies can provide spatial resolution on the order of 10 nm laterally and
20 nm axially. Limitations include the time resolution, which depends on the speed at which
the emitters can be activated and deactivated to build up the map, and the necessity to
attach specific fluorophores to the sample, which can preclude studying systems where that
chemistry is not available.

Stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy takes yet another approach to achiev-
ing super-resolution by reducing the area of the excited region. To generate an image, a
pulsed laser with a Gaussian profile first excites the sample [9]. Then, a second laser pulse
with an annular profile and a red shifted emission interacts with the same area of the sam-
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ple, stimulating emission in the outer area of the initial excitation, resulting in a trimmed
excitation volume in the sample. This can be repeated in a raster scan to build up an im-
age of the sample. STED requires that the fluorophore readily undergo stimulated emission
while reducing the possibility of having the second depletion pulse excite any more of the
sample, such that the emission spectrum of the fluorophore should be well red-shifted from
the fluorophore’s absorption spectrum. The size of the remaining excitation volume depends
on the intensity of the STED depletion pulse.

1.2.3 Scanning probe techniques

Nanoscale imaging can also be achieved through scanning probe techniques that circumvent
the optical diffraction limit by using a cantilever tip that interacts with the sample rather
than focusing an optical probe. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a widely used type
of nanoscale scanning probe microscopy [11]. A very thin cantilever tip, which can be as
small as a single atom in width at the tip, is rastered across the surface of a sample. The
cantilever tip is placed very close to or in contact with the surface of the sample, such that
variations in the height of the sample cause a displacement in the cantilever position, which
is detected using the change in the deflection angle of a laser beam reflected from the top of
the cantilever. AFM can be used to measure changes in sample height down to 0.1 nm on a
rigid sample. The lateral spatial resolution depends on the radius of the AFM cantilever tip
and is commonly on the order of nanometers.

Additionally, AFM can be used to measure properties beyond the height of the sample,
depending on the specific interaction between the tip and the sample and the resonance of
the cantilever tip. One example is AFM phase-imaging, where the image contrast depends
on the elastic interaction between the tip and the sample, which changes the phase shift
offset between the driving force of the AFM tip and the tip’s oscillation. For example, in
block copolymers, the different polymer components can be distinguished using AFM phase-
imaging [12]. Because AFM contrast depends on the interaction between the sample surface
and the cantilever tip, AFM only measures the sample at the surface. In scanning probe
microscopy, the time resolution is dictated by the speed at which the probe can be scanned
across the sample. High speed AFM measurements at scanning rates above 100 Hz are
currently possible, resulting in 1 frame per second for a 100 × 100 pixel image [11].

In comparison to the previously discussed optical techniques (Section 1.2.2), AFM is sen-
sitive to a sample’s mechanical properties but not to optical contrast mechanisms that pro-
vide more chemically specific information. Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM)
bridges this gap [13, 14]. There are several implementations of this technique, but generally
they rely on using a probe to localize the light to achieve nanoscale resolution, either by
using the probe to generate the excitation or facilitate light collection. NSOM is compatible
with many types of optical measurements, including fluorescence measurements, infrared
spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy.
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1.3 Scanning electron microscopy
Electron microscopy is another approach to nanoscale imaging where the excitation source
can be focused to achieve nanoscale resolution because the wavelength of the source is small.
Depending on the energy of the electrons used to probe the sample, electron microscopy
typically falls under the regime of scanning electron microscopy (SEM), which uses lower
energy electrons, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), which uses higher energy
electrons. Here, we will focus on SEM but will discuss TEM in the context of a comparison
of the two techniques.

In SEM, a beam of electrons is focused onto the sample and raster scanned across it
to build up an image. The primary electrons enter the sample and scatter multiple times,
producing lower energy secondary electrons (defined as electrons with energies lower than
50 eV) and backscattered electrons [15]. In secondary electron (SE) imaging, the secondary
electrons that are able to exit the material are collected by Everhart-Thornley detector
placed to one side of the sample. Contrast in SE imaging is determined by the number of
secondary electrons that reach the detector, which has several possible factors [15, 16]. The
depth from which the secondary electrons can escape from the material is one factor, where
samples with higher density or higher mean atomic weight have a lower exit depth, resulting
in fewer secondary electrons escaping and a lower signal on the detector. One result of this
effect is a characteristic enhancement of SE signal from the edges and corners of a sample,
where the distance for secondary electrons to exit the sample is lower compared to the bulk
sample and the probability for escape and subsequent detection is therefore higher. Sample
topography also generates contrast in SE imaging. Taller features in a sample can block the
trajectory of secondary electrons on their path to the detector, resulting in a lower detected
signal from surfaces on the far side of the shadowing feature. Another possible detection
geometry is InLens imaging, where a detector is placed at the pole piece (a component in
the final electron focusing optic before the sample) of the SEM, directly above the sample
[15]. The different collection geometry leads to different contrast compared to SE images.
InLens and SE images can be collected simultaneously.

Spatial resolution in SEM is controlled by the spread of the electron beam in the material,
but can be less than 1 nm [18]. This depends on the mean atomic weight and density of
the material and also the energy of the primary electron beam used to probe the sample
[15]. Primary beam energies range from 0.1 to 50 kV with beam energies around 10 kV
commonly used. In this dissertation, we focus on experiments conducted with a low energy
electron beam, ranging from 1.5 to 7 kV. The energy of the primary electron beam controls
the penetration depth into the material, where higher energy primary electrons probe deeper
into the material. This can be visualized using CASINO, a Monte Carlo electron scattering
simulation [19] (Figure 1.1). At higher electron beam accelerating voltages, the electron
beam energy is deposited further into the material and also spreads further in the lateral
direction. The shape of the electron plume within the sample is controlled not only by
the energy of the primary electrons but also by the mean atomic weight and density of the
sample. Higher resolution SEM imaging is achieved through a smaller plume of electrons in
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Figure 1.1: Comparison of electron beam penetration at different accelerating voltages. (a-c)
Electron beam energy deposition in an example material with accelerating voltages of 1.5, 3,
and 5 kV respectively. (d) Energy deposition profile of the electron beam, showing that the
higher energy electron beam penetrates further into the sample. Adapted from Reference
[17].

the material, which typically occurs at higher accelerating voltages and for higher sample
average atomic weight and density. SEM is also capable of fast time resolution, since the only
inherent limiting factor is the speed at which the electron beam can be rastered, so long as
sufficient signal is collected from the sample to achieve meaningful contrast. A drawback to
SEM is the possibility of sample damage caused by the high energy electrons as they scatter
within the sample. In addition to the initial interaction between the primary electrons and
the samples, the primary electrons will continue to scatter many times in the sample and
produce even more secondary and backscattered electrons, which can also interact with the
sample and cause damage.

At this point, we compare SEM to TEM. As the name suggests, transmission electron
microscopy detects electrons that are transmitted through a sample to generate an image
[20, 21]. To achieve transmission through a sample, the energy of an electron used in TEM is
an order of magnitude higher than SEM, typically on the order of 100 to 200 kV. With these
higher electron energies, TEM is capable of higher spatial resolution than SEM. Contrast
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in TEM is generated by the number of electrons transmitting through the sample, which
is sensitive to the thickness of the sample and the atomic number of the sample. Because
TEM relies on electrons transmitting through the sample, the sample must be sufficiently
thin for electrons to pass through. This is an important distinction between SEM and TEM,
where SEM is capable of imaging the surface of bulk samples and TEM is limited to thin
samples, on the order of 300 to 800 nm for soft materials [20]. Another important result is
the difference in the electron probe energy used in SEM and TEM and the interaction of
the electron probe with the sample. As previously discussed, the lower energy electrons in
SEM scatter within the sample in an interaction volume. The higher energy electrons used
in TEM do not scatter multiple times, resulting in a lower number of sample-electron inter-
actions. TEM can be performed in either widefield or focused scanning (STEM) geometries,
and the latter method can also be used to extract electron diffraction patterns that provide
information about the sample’s lattice structure [22]. When accounting for electron beam
induced damage in samples, while the electron energies used in TEM are higher, the lower
energy electrons used in SEM provide more interaction opportunities with the sample and
therefore more possibilities for damage. While different samples are likely damaged differ-
ently by the electron beam in TEM and SEM, the higher energy electron beam used in TEM
does not automatically result in more sample damage.

While SEM may not be ideal for imaging sensitive samples, imaging samples that are not
entirely inorganic is possible with careful management of the electron dose budget. Com-
pared to the other microscopies discussed, SEM imaging by itself lacks the ability to cleanly
observe processes with well-defined energies, since the electron beam acts as a broadband
perturbation and the detected signal is not energetically specific. For instance, this pre-
cludes the ability to select a particular signal to monitor the presence of a certain chemical
species based on its emission wavelength. In contrast, TEM enables electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) where the energy lost by the transmitted electron in a single scattering
event can be determined and used to extract detailed information about the sample [21, 23].

One example where low energy SEM imaging provides a novel perspective is in studying
the dynamics of crystalline colloidal monolayers assembled at the top interface of an ionic
liquid droplet [24]. Colloids are a useful model system for atomic scale processes in crystals,
such as assembly, since their larger size is more experimentally accessible [25, 26]. However,
for system properties or interactions that scale with size, using a model system on a size
scale closer to an atomic system can provide more insight than a larger model system. In
this case, nanoscale imaging enables using smaller colloidal particles compared to optical
methods. The fast scanning of a SEM enables imaging dynamic processes in these colloidal
assemblies, which we discuss more extensively in Chapter 4.

1.4 Cathodoluminescence microscopy
Cathodoluminescence (CL) microscopy addresses the aforementioned lack of chemical speci-
ficity available in SEM imaging. CL is the light emitted from a material after being irradiated
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Figure 1.2: Schematic showing cathodoluminescence acquistion setup. (a) Cartoon repre-
sentation of electron beam and light path. (b) Images of the experimental setup.

by electrons [27]. In CL, a small portion of the primary scattering events generate electron-
hole pairs, just as a photoexcitation would but not limited to a specific excitation wavelength.
CL is often comparable to fluorescence in that it involves similar relaxation from an excited to
ground state energy levels in organic molecules or the recombination of an electron and hole
in semiconductor materials. The wavelength of the emitted light corresponds to the energy
of the associated decay process, which is defined by the physical properties of the material.
In a well-defined sample, the CL wavelength can be used to uniquely identify the process
from which it arose, which can then be used to determine the origin of the luminescence.

To achieve the imaging aspect of CL microscopy, a focused electron beam is rastered
across the sample to excite the material and the CL signal is detected. The electron beam
source is the same as in SEM or scanning TEM, where in conventional electron microscopy,
the CL signal is always generated but simply not collected. In practice, CL microscopy can
be viewed as an imaging modality that can be conducted in addition to conventional electron
microscopy. In SEM CL, the method used in this dissertation, the electron beam inside a
SEM is rastered across the sample. The emitted CL signal is collected and correlated to
the position of the electron beam to build up a map of the CL emission from the sample.
Specifically, the CL signal emitted from the sample is collected in the far field with a parabolic
mirror placed above the sample which has a small hole to allow the electron beam to pass
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through (Figure 1.2). The light is directed outside the SEM chamber and coupled into
a spectrometer or separated into different wavelength channels using dichroic mirrors and
collected with photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).

With this imaging setup, there are several possible ways to collect CL data. For stan-
dard CL imaging, the PMTs collect photons in different wavelength channels and the electron
beam is rastered across the sample to build up an image. Here, one pixel in a CL image
corresponds to the emission from the entire sample when it is excited at that position. With
our current experimental setup, we can use four PMTs to achieve up to four color channels
acquired simultaneously. This CL acquisition setup is exceptionally sensitive and can col-
lect more photons than other CL acquisition geometries, rendering it capable of detecting
dynamic signals non-invasively on samples that are otherwise too sensitive to electron beam
exposure [28]. The other detection schemes make use of a spectrometer. The electron beam
can be used as an excitation source for generating a signal to collect a CL spectrum, with-
out preserving the spatial mapping of CL microscopy. While the CL spectrum collection is
limited to the area of the sample where we efficiently collect CL photons, the large depth of
field of the SEM allows us to zoom out and collect signal from a large region of the sample.
This is useful for comparison with bulk photoluminescence spectra. Another possibility is
to collect the CL spectrum at each pixel to create a hyperspectral map of the sample. This
requires more photons than a bulk CL spectrum or typical CL imaging, where collecting over
wider wavelength ranges improves contrast. Hyperspectral CL mapping is therefore most
useful for very luminescent samples or samples that are very stable to the electron beam
that can be imaged for longer exposure times.

An important feature of CL microscopy is the capacity for correlated image acquisition
with electron microscopy. So long as the CL acquisition setup does not interfere with the
electron detector, the same perturbation (the electron beam) can be used to generate an
electron micrograph simultaneously with a CL image. In our current experimental setup,
SE and CL images are collected simultaneously and automatically correlated (Figure 1.3,
top). This correlated imaging of a sample’s nanoscale topography (SE) and luminescence
properties (CL) enables an understanding of how a sample’s luminescence depends on the
sample topography. Otherwise, correlated measurements done with separate microscopes can
be difficult endeavors, typically requiring matching of different experimental requirements
for each microscope and careful image registration.

Because CL microscopy uses the same electron beam perturbation as SEM, many of the
considerations in spatial and temporal resolution are the same. The spatial resolution of
CL and SEM are similar, where both are controlled by the lateral spread of the scattering
electrons in the material (Figure 1.1). CL spatial resolution in semiconductors also depends
on the diffusion length of charge carriers that recombine to emit photons. The temporal
resolution of CL imaging is controlled by the time needed to acquire enough photons to
generate sufficient contrast in a CL image, which varies based on the luminescence properties
of the sample but can be as fast as tens of seconds per frame. Most photophysical relaxation
processes occur faster than a typical pixel dwell time (µs or longer) and therefore do not limit
the scanning speed. When CL emission is longer than a pixel dwell time, "streaking" can be
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of secondary electron and cathodoluminescence images of organic
semiconductor crystals. Secondary electron and cathodoluminescence images (top). Zoomed
out images on same sample area, emphasizing depletion of CL signal caused by electron beam
exposure during measurement of top images (bottom).
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observed, where the signal from the originally excited pixel is attributed to the subsequent
pixels in the raster scan pattern, leading to emission that appears as a line rather than
a single point. In Chapter 2 we measure the photophysical relaxation of dopants with
somewhat longer spin-forbidden transition lifetimes, where the dwell time must be carefully
planned to ensure that each pixel records its own independent signature.

However, because CL microscopy still uses a focused electron beam to excite the sample,
it retains the same disadvantage of SEM with respect to electron beam induced sample
damage. As is the case with SEM, this is less of a drawback for primarily inorganic samples,
but limits repeated imaging of organic samples. For samples with some electron beam
robustness, CL microscopy is possible with careful management of the electron beam dose
[17, 28, 29]. In a sample containing crystallites of the organic semiconductor rubrene, single
CL images are possible (Figure 1.3, top) but the electron beam irreversibly destroys the
sample luminescence (Figure 1.3, bottom). These experiments are only possible with an
exceptionally sensitive CL detection scheme, which enables the collection of more photons
per unit electron exposure and therefore allows us to detect enough CL before the delicate
sample is irreversibly damaged.

An additional imaging modality is time resolved cathodoluminescence (TRCL) imaging.
We discuss TRCL more extensively in Chapter 2, but provide a brief explanation here. TRCL
imaging is analogous to fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM), where the luminescence life-
time at each pixel is recorded. Compared to the intensity used in normal fluorescence or
CL microscopy, the lifetime of the emitter is more sensitive to changes in the local environ-
ment, which can affect the relaxation pathways to the ground state and therefore change the
emitter lifetime. We implement TRCL imaging by blanking (i.e. electrostatically deflect-
ing) the electron beam and collecting the emitted CL signal in time bins (Figure 1.4). The
number of CL photons detected per time bin can be used to extract the CL lifetime of the
sample excited at that pixel. By rastering the electron beam across the sample, we create
a spatial map of the CL lifetime in the sample (Figure 1.4c). This is particularly useful for
measuring changes in the local environment of an emitter, which could result in a larger
change in CL lifetime that is more readily measured than a smaller change in CL intensity
or emission wavelength. Another possible use of TRCL imaging is using the CL lifetime to
select for a desired signal. For instance, in materials with a desired chromophore emission
superimposed on a broader background, such as autofluorescence in biological samples, se-
lecting time bins where the chromophore emission dominates should produce an image with
improved contrast.

Direct CL microscopy still retains the interaction between the sample and the electron
beam, which is unfavorable for imaging soft material samples. To address this, we have also
developed cathodoluminescence imaging by resonant energy transfer (CLAIRE) as an imag-
ing platform. It retains the advantages of CL microscopy, namely fast scanning, nanoscale
resolution, and chemical specificity, but achieves better compatibility with soft materials.
We discuss CLAIRE more extensively in Chapter 3, but provide a brief explanation here. In
CLAIRE imaging, a thin cathodoluminescent scintillator film is placed above the sample of
interest. A low energy electron beam from a SEM is focused onto the scintillator, creating a
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Figure 1.4: Time-resolved cathodoluminescence electron beam sequence and example images.
(a) Schematic showing time-resolved cathodoluminescence electron beam sequence. (top)
Electron beam duty cycle. (bottom) Example time-resolved CL emission with a short lifetime
(teal) or a long lifetime (orange). (b) Example CL intensity map. (c) Corresponding example
CL lifetime map.
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nanoscale optical excitation source, which can then transfer energy in the near-field to the
underlying sample. By rastering the electron beam across the scintillator and correlating its
position with the light emitted by the underlying sample, a super-resolution image can be
generated. The scintillator film greatly reduces the contact between the electron beam and
the sample, minimizing damage to soft material samples. CLAIRE imaging is capable of
non-invasive nanoscale imaging of soft materials with chemical specificity.

1.5 Overview of subsequent chapters
In Chapter 2, we demonstrate how time-resolved cathodoluminescence (TRCL) microscopy
can be used to probe the near-surface and bulk behavior of an emissive dopant in a metal
halide perovskite material. In Chapter 3, we describe our progress towards using CLAIRE
microscopy to achieve super-resolution imaging of soft material samples. Finally, in Chapter
4, we return to low dose SEM imaging to characterize the dynamics of a colloidal monolayer
comprised of nanoparticles in response to perturbation by the electron beam. In this case, the
chemical specificity required in the previous two experiments is not necessary, and low dose
SEM is sufficient. Together, these studies illustrate the versatility of SEM-based imaging
and the wide range of dynamical phenomena that it can access, especially when taking care
to manage the electron dose.
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Chapter 2

Resolving enhanced Mn2+ luminescence
near the surface of Mn2+-doped CsPbCl3
perovskite with time-resolved
cathodoluminescence imaging

2.1 Introduction
Mn2+ is a common, highly emissive semiconductor dopant that has been extensively stud-
ied, especially recently in metal halide perovskites [30, 31]. Introducing Mn2+ dopants is a
method for obtaining orange emission and enables simultaneous two color emission from the
perovskite host matrix and the Mn2+ dopant (Figure 2.1a) [32–36]. In this system, Mn2+

substitutes for Pb2+ in the perovskite crystal lattice (Figure 2.1b) [33, 34, 37]. The Mn2+

ion provides a 4T1 to 6A1 transition, though its coordination and environment can alter the
emissive properties. For example, Mn-Mn coupled pairs, formed at higher Mn2+ concentra-
tions, alter the coordination environment and have been cited as a source for biexponential
photoluminescence (PL) decay behavior in these materials [38, 39]. Intriguingly, doping
has previously been used to achieve desirable perovskite properties, such as stability of the
preferred crystal structure [40, 41].

While certain qualitative trends can be surmised from the literature, e.g. a red shift
in the wavelength of the Mn2+ emission wavelength as a function of increasing Mn2+ con-
centration, quantitative inconsistencies remain [33, 36, 38, 39, 42–45]. Many studies have
previously focused on the luminescence properties of ensembles of Mn2+ doped CsPbCl3
nanocrystals synthesized using various methods [32–40, 42, 44–58]. Yet ensembles of par-
ticles often have some distribution of properties, and ensemble average measurements can
obscure information about variations within the sample. For example, non-uniformity in
Mn2+ dopant concentration or dispersity in particle size or shape within or across different
ensembles is a possible source of variation in photophysical properties. Energy dispersive
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Figure 2.1: Bulk CL spectra and structure of Mn:CsPbCl3 and time-resolved CL emission
schematic. (a) Bulk CL spectrum of Mn2+ doped perovskite plates. Dotted gray line in-
dicates filter used to separate CsPbCl3 and Mn2+ emission. (b) Schematic showing the
substitution of Mn2+ (orange) for Pb2+ (gray) in the perovskite lattice.(c) CL emission aris-
ing from the recombination of electrons and holes generated when electrons from a focused
electron beam scatter within the sample. (d) CL detection apparatus. (e) Electron beam
duty cycle (top) with corresponding raw CL emission from the perovskite and the Mn2+

dopant.
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X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) can be used to spatially characterize elemental composition and
has previously been used to map Mn2+ distributions within perovskite materials [36, 37].
The presence of Mn2+ alone, however, does not report on spatial variations in Mn2+ decay
dynamics nor does the local concentration of Mn2+ obtained by EDS provide the concomi-
tant spatial variation of Mn2+ luminescence properties. Ideally, to identify concentration,
environment, and luminescence variations in Mn2+ doped perovskites, a combination of EDS
and spatially resolved luminescence would be required.

2.2 Time-resolved cathodoluminescence microscopy
Here, we use the capabilities of time resolved cathodoluminescence (TRCL) imaging in com-
bination with EDS to achieve a more detailed and spatially-resolved understanding of the
photophysical behavior of the Mn2+ dopant. Photoluminescence (PL) lifetimes are com-
monly used to detect small changes in the local environment of a luminescent species [59].
Fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) combines the lifetime information with spatial reso-
lution [60, 61]. While valuable, optical diffraction-limited measurements make comparing
surface and bulk properties a challenge. In CL, a focused electron beam in a SEM generates
electron and hole pairs that can radiatively recombine to produce luminescence (Figure 2.1c).
To create an image, the electron beam is rastered across the sample, and the emitted light is
collected in the far-field (Figure 2.1d), building up a spatial map in which each pixel value
represents the luminescence due to the electron beam excitation of the sample. CL imaging
has previously been used to measure spatially varying chemical composition of perovskite
materials, including in halide demixing, dopant incorporation, and enhanced edge emission
[28, 29, 62, 63]. In other materials, CL has been used to identify regions of enhanced emis-
sion efficiency [64]. CL imaging provides superior, typically nanoscale, spatial resolution (a
convolution of electron beam generation volume and sample-specific carrier diffusion length)
and correlated secondary electron (SE) and CL images. These aspects of CL imaging are
highly advantageous, yet CL images alone do not contain luminescence lifetime information.

Fortunately, time-resolved CL acquisition is also possible for photophysical characteriza-
tion of luminescent samples and has previously been performed in perovskites [65–67]. We
therefore use TRCL imaging to spatially characterize the Mn2+ dopant’s emission at high
spatial resolution. Unlike CL intensity imaging alone, we show that TRCL imaging is able
to resolve variations in luminescence lifetime to report on variations in electronic structure
or environment more sensitively than the spectral shift of the characteristically broad Mn2+

emission peak. Like FLIM, TRCL imaging proved also to be robust to many intensity-based
imaging artifacts, potentially including geometry-associated changes in excitation density,
photon escape probability, or acquisition geometry, which could affect the total intensity but
not the relative contribution to the overall lifetime.
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Figure 2.2: Depiction of TRCL deconvolution. (a) Visualization of buildup of multiple ”true”
decay curves (blue) during a finite duration excitation (black). (b) Comparison of TRCL
data (orange) with observed decay (black) and deconvolved decay (blue).

2.2.1 Time-resolved cathodoluminescence microscopy
implementation

To acquire TRCL images, CL lifetime acquisition is implemented via electronic beam blank-
ing using a Raith electrostatic beam blanker and by collecting emitted light in time bins on a
data acquisition card [68]. The data acquisition card (National Instruments) is controlled by
a home-built adaptation of ScopeFoundry, the control/acquisition software platform at the
Molecular Foundry [68]. All SE and CL images were collected with an accelerating voltage
of 3.0 kV and a beam current of 200 pA, using a 482 nm dichroic filter (indicated by the
gray line in Figure 2.1a) and a subsequent 500 nm long pass filter to separate the CL color
channels corresponding to CsPbCl3 and Mn2+, respectively.

Because the Mn2+ transition is forbidden, the anticipated lifetime is on the order of a
ms. Data are collected at a single pixel, ranging in size from 85 to 165 nm, by exciting
the corresponding region for 3.0 to 3.5 ms before blanking the beam for a 10 ms acquisition
time, after which the beam is moved to the next pixel. CL photons are collected for the full
duration of an experiment (Figure 2.1e), binned in 2 µs intervals, and analyzed in distinct
ways. First, a CL intensity image can be generated simultaneously by integrating all photons
emitted pixel by pixel. For TRCL imaging, however, the data acquired when the beam is
blanked are normalized, fit to two exponential decays, and deconvolved from the effects of
the finite-duration excitation as described in Section 2.2.2.
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2.2.2 Deconvolution for non-impulsive excitation effects

The non-impulsive excitation used in this implementation of TRCL has a significant effect on
the observed decay. To extract meaningful fitting parameters, the decay and the excitation
need to be decoupled. The observed decay is a convolution of the spread of excitation times
and the true decay. Because the contribution from components with longer lifetimes persists
for a longer time, the observed decay has a greater contribution from the long lifetime
components. By treating the observed decay as a number of “true” decay curves with the
lifetimes τ1 and τ2 and corresponding amplitudes a1,true and a2,true, offset by infinitesimal
excitation times until the full excitation is complete (tduration), the expression for the observed
decay can be solved by integrating over the duration of the excitation time (Figure 2.2a). The
resulting expression for the observed decay, a1,trueτ1(1− e−tduration/τ1)× e−t/τ1 + a2,trueτ2(1−
e−tduration/τ2)× e−t/τ2 , shows that the observed decay has the same lifetimes, τ1 and τ2, as the
true decay. The difference between the observed decay and the true decay is the observed
amplitudes, a1,obs and a2,obs, which are weighted by the corresponding lifetimes, τ1 and τ2
and the finite duration of the excitation, tduration. The CL lifetime decays (orange) are fitted
directly to the expression for the observed decay (black) and the extracted parameters a1,true,
a2,true, τ1, and τ2 are used to plot the true CL decay (blue), a1,true × e−t/τ1 + a2,true × e−t/τ2
(Figure 2.2b). To achieve a better fit, CL decays are normalized to the highest value, fitted to
the observed decay expression, and amplitudes a1,true and a2,true are subsequently corrected
through multiplication by the normalization factor.

Error bars in the lifetime contribution (Figure 2.4g) and the lifetime (Figure 2.7) barplots
indicate the standard deviation in data from six different microplates. This error represen-
tation was chosen because the variation between samples was more significant than other
sources of error (e.g. error from fitting the CL decay data). The metal halide perovskite
plates likely had slightly different defect densities, supported by the observation that the
perovskite CL emission was not necessarily homogeneous even within a given plate (Figure
2.4b). This heterogeneity in the perovskite lattice could directly affect the environment of
the Mn2+ dopant and therefore its lifetime. Additionally, the CL data was recorded at some-
what different magnifications for each sample, so exact width of a bright edge pixel varies
from sample to sample. Therefore, an edge pixel for a given sample could have slightly
different amounts of near-surface and bulk contributions, which could affect the measured
short lifetime contribution.

2.3 Mn2+ doped CsPbCl3 characterization

2.3.1 Synthesis and bulk characterization of Mn2+ doped CsPbCl3
In this study, we focused on Mn2+ doped CsPbCl3 microplates. To make the microplates,
lead (III) acetate trihydrate (0.46 g/mL) in dimethylformamide was filtered to remove undis-
solved reagent and spincoated onto the substrate at 5000 rpm for 1 minute. The substrate
was heated at 130 ◦C for 60 minutes to evaporate excess solvent, allowed to cool to room
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temperature, and immersed in a solution of 20 mg/mL MnCl2 · 4H2O and 120 mg/mL CsCl
in methanol for 30 minutes. The substrate was removed from the solution, the final product
was rinsed thoroughly with isopropyl alcohol to remove excess reagents and was dried with
N2 gas. The microplates produced with this method had persistent rectangular shapes con-
sistent with the possible orthorhombic, tetragonal or cubic structure of CsPbCl3 perovskite
(Figure 2.1b) [30]. Although we did not explicitly measure the structure, the rectangular
prism structure of the microplates could arise due to crystal formation on the substrate
proceeding in both in-plane directions while only occurring in a single out-of-plane direction.

Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) EDS characterization in the Minor
lab shows 1 atom % Mn2+ doping with 22% Cs, 17% Pb and 60% Cl, consistent with the
expected stoichiometry for CsPbCl3. To perform CL spectral acquisition, a fiber was used to
couple the CL signal to a QE65PRO spectrometer with a HC1-QE grating (Ocean Optics).
The bulk CL emission spectrum of the microplates shows emission from the CsPbCl3 band
edge emission at 415 nm and broad emission from Mn2+ centered at around 595 nm (Figure
2.1a).

To mimic the TRCL protocol, photoluminescence lifetimes were acquired with a Pico-
quant FluoTime 300 fluorimeter using pulsed 408 nm wavelength excitation at 40 MHz for
1 ms before acquiring for 4 ms. Mn2+ emission was detected from 595 to 605 nm. The bulk
PL decay dynamics (Figure 2.3) of the microplates are consistent with reported ensemble
average properties of nanocrystal Mn:CsPbCl3 [32, 34–36, 38, 48]. The bulk Mn2+ decay
fits to a biexponential decay with lifetimes of 0.22 ms and 0.74 ms with the deconvolution
method described in Section 2.2.2. While these time constants are consistent with the lit-
erature [35], there is a finite probability that the sample does not fully relax to the ground
state during the 4 ms between 1 ms excitation periods. The longer lifetime component (0.74
ms) is likely somewhat shorter than that measured in TRCL (around 1 ms) because of this
effect. Whereas in TRCL a single repetition of the beam on/beam off cycle is employed for
a given pixel, the bulk PL measurement repeatedly excites and measures the same volume.

2.3.2 CL Intensity Mapping of Mn doped CsPbCl3
Even before analyzing TRCL data, the CL intensity images, generated by integrating the
photons emitted from the sample irrespective of the time of emission, show intriguing results.
First, we observe mostly spatially homogeneous perovskite emission intensity. The small
increase of the signal at the edge (Figure 2.4 b,e) mimics the SE signal (Figure 2.4 a,e) and
can be attributed to edge effects that are well-known in electron microscopy. In comparison,
the intensity of the Mn2+ CL image is approximately two to ten times greater at the edge
than the middle region of the perovskite microplates (Figure 2.4 c,e). The increased edge
Mn2+ CL intensity is reproducible across more than thirty samples.

To readily compare the edge and middle region of the microplates, we sequentially thresh-
old, segment, and aggregate the data separately for each of these two regions (Figure 2.4d).
The edge pixels of a Mn:CsPbCl3 plate were identified in the Mn2+ CL image as having a
higher total intensity. To identify these regions of interest (ROIs), a local Bernsen thresh-
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Figure 2.3: Mn2+ PL decay in bulk Mn:CsPbCl3

Figure 2.4: CL imaging and TRCL plots of Mn:CsPbCl3 plates. (a, b, c) Characteristic
perovskite SE and CL images. (d) Segmented Mn2+ CL image showing the edge (pale orange)
and middle (orange) regions. (e) Linecuts across the yellow line show the pronounced change
in Mn2+ intensity compared to the CsPbCl3 intensity or SE signal. (f) Deconvolved TRCL
decay shows different decay behavior between edge and middle. (g) A bar plot of the fitted
TRCL amplitudes for each lifetime.
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Figure 2.5: Example thesholding analysis for Mn:CsPbCl3 plates. (a) Binarized raw data.
(b) Edge determined by removal of non-contiguous pixels. (c) Manually selected center
region.

olding method was implemented in ImageJ (Figure 2.5a) [69]. Areas not contiguous with the
plate edge were removed manually to isolate the plate edge region shown in Figure 2.5b. The
middle region ROI was manually chosen to maintain a border a distance of several pixels
from the edge (Figure 2.5c).

Using STEM-EDS to perform elemental mapping, we find that the concentration of
Mn2+ is uniform across the microplate to within the spatial resolution and sensitivity of
the measurement (Figure 2.6g). EDS measurements were performed at 60 kV using a FEI
TitanX equipped with a SuperX EDS detector. Line-cut profiles of the Mn Kα peak show
sharp plate boundaries with no concentration enhancement along the plate edges (Figure
2.6 h,i). This result suggests that the enhanced CL intensity at the edges is not caused by
a local increase in the Mn2+ concentration.

2.4 Using TRCL imaging to identify two different Mn2+

dopant populations
TRCL imaging provides more insight into the increase in Mn2+ emission intensity at the
microplate edges. In the Mn2+ TRCL, we observe a biexponential decay of the form I(t) =
a1× e−t/τ1 + a2× e−t/τ2 . The biexponential decay is present in both edge and middle regions
with the same time constants, τ1 = 0.2 ms and τ2 = 1 ms (Figures 2.4f, 2.7). The most
significant difference between the edge and the middle is that a2, the contribution of the
longer lifetime component, is approximately three-fold higher at the edge (Figure 2.4g).
In comparison, a1, the contribution from the short lifetime component, differs very little
between the edge and middle. The increase in a2 manifests as a longer average lifetime
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Figure 2.6: EDS spectra and chemical composition maps of a Mn:CsPbCl3 plate. (a,b) EDS
spectra (c) A high-angle annular dark-field image shows the plate. (d,e,f,g) Elemental maps
of Cs, Pb, Cl, and Mn respectively. (h,i) Line-cut profiles of the Mn Kα peak along the short
and long axis, respectively, corresponding to lines drawn in (g).
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Figure 2.7: Barplot of fitted lifetime of Mn:CsPbCl3 plates at different ROIs. Neither lifetime
τ1 or τ2 changes significantly between the edge and middle. Error bars indicate the standard
deviation of the lifetimes averaged over data from six different plates.

and is consistent with a higher total number of emitted photons at the edge (Figure 2.4 c,f).
Because the CL experiment probes a finite generation volume (Figure 2.1c), measurements at
each of the middle and edge regions both contain some combination of near-surface and bulk
material contributions. The edge of perovskite microplates has a higher contribution from
the near-surface region due to the inclusion of both the top and side faces, so we attribute
the larger value of a2 at the edge to an even larger value of a2 in the near-surface region.

Explaining this difference in TRCL requires developing a hypothesis for why the TRCL
of the microplates exhibits a biexponential decay and why a2 differs between the edge and
middle of the microplate while a1, τ1 and τ2 are the same in both regions. The explanation
that is most consistent with a differing a2 and uniform a1 is the presence of two different
Mn2+ populations that each independently contribute to the overall signal, with their own
respective lifetimes, τ1 and τ2. We associate one population with τ1 and the other with τ2.
Because both lifetimes of the Mn2+ luminescence are several orders of magnitude longer than
the timescales associated with perovskite radiative recombination, self-absorption and ree-
mission, trapping, or energy transfer, each of the two different Mn2+ lifetimes is most likely
caused by a distinct property that is directly associated with the Mn2+ ions and their sur-
roundings. In addition, self-absorption by the dopant is symmetry forbidden and therefore
unlikely, and the emission from the dopant is sufficiently red-shifted that reabsorption by the
perovskite host is unlikely (Figure 2.1a). To assign the independent populations, we compare
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the two lifetimes. The longer lifetime τ2 is likely due to a less perturbed, intrinsic Mn2+ d–d
transition, heretofore labeled Mn2+

Intr, which is virtually symmetry forbidden. This assign-
ment is consistent with the Mn2+ lifetime previously observed in Mn:CsPbCl3 nanocrystals
[32, 34–36, 38, 49]. We suggest that τ1 is shorter because it arises from a distortion to the
Mn2+ symmetry environment, and heretofore call this population Mn2+

Dist. Such a distortion
to the Mn2+ would decrease the intrinsic octahedral symmetry, which would also decrease
the “forbidden” nature of the transition. Biexponential decays in Mn:CsPbCl3 have been
previously measured in PL and were suggested to be caused by the presence of Mn-Mn cou-
pled pairs [39], surface-exposed Mn2+ [49], or other trap states [38]. Surface-exposed Mn2+

is unlikely to contribute greatly to the overall TRCL signal, since the volume probed in the
CL experiment would geometrically contain only a small contribution from the atomic layer
at the surface, so Mn-Mn coupled pairs or other trap states would be more likely sources of
Mn2+

Dist. In summary, we propose that a Mn2+
Dist population in some distorted environment

contributing a signal with amplitude a1 = aDist is responsible for the lifetime τ1 = τDist and
that a Mn2+

Intr population in the intrinsic symmetric environment contributes a signal with
amplitude a2 = aIntr and is responsible for the lifetime τ2 = τIntr.

To explain the three-fold increase in the excited population of Mn2+
Intr between the edge

and middle while the excited state population of Mn2+
Dist remains constant, we consider

the excitation mechanism of CL. The electrons from the electron beam scatter within the
material, generating electrons and holes that diffuse and undergo radiative recombination to
emit a photon. Mn2+

Intr luminescence necessarily requires the encounter of an electron and a
hole at a Mn2+

Intr site. While most treatments of this process describe excitonic energy transfer
from the perovskite to the Mn2+, this has been demonstrated in the more commonly studied
nanoparticle form factor, where charge carrier confinement is possible. We speculate that,
due to the low exciton binding energy in bulk microplates, the charge carriers can instead
arrive independently on the Mn2+ center. This encounter could be made more probable
if charge carriers could be preferentially localized near Mn2+ ions. One possible way that
this could occur is for a charge carrier to spend more time near a Mn2+ site, for instance
due to a proximal trap site, such as a halide vacancy. If the concentration of such traps
were to increase with proximity to the plate surface then the probability of recombination
at Mn2+ dopants could also increase, in turn increasing the excited state population, a2,
near the plate surface (Figure 2.8). In the bulk, a lower trap density would determine a
lower baseline probability that a trap and a Mn2+ were within a distance small enough to
enhance recombination on Mn2+. This reasoning is supported by bulk PL measurements on
nano- and microcrystals of Mn2+ doped CsPbCl3 that identify a trap-assisted mechanism for
energy transfer from the perovskite to the Mn2+ [57, 58, 70, 71]. Importantly, the region near
halide perovskite surfaces can be complex, with different properties than the bulk material.
Thus, other near-surface associated behaviors of the perovskite could also plausibly lead to
more efficient electron-hole recombination on the Mn2+. Consistent with the assignment
of a1 to the Mn2+

Dist population, the unchanging value for a1 at edge and middle could be
explained in the case that the number of available Mn-Mn pairs or of other features that
reduce octahedral symmetry of the Mn2+ were much smaller than the number of electrons
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of proposed model for the observed differences between bulk and near-
surface Mn2+. Mn2+ dopants (orange diamonds) are present at constant concentration while
perovskite traps (blue circles), which are present at varying concentrations, control the rel-
ative proportion of Mn2+ emission.

and holes available to excite them.

2.5 Conclusions and outlook
There are two key features of the experimental design that enabled the above findings—the
combination of TRCL imaging and the microplate sample geometry. TRCL, as compared to
CL intensity alone, gives access to a high spatial resolution photophysical map, which here
allows us to distinguish the detailed nature of the difference in CL intensity between edge and
middle of the Mn-doped perovskite material. The microplate sample geometry, combined
with the spatial context that imaging provides, enables us to furthermore distinguish near-
surface and bulk contributions to the CL signal, which would not have been possible for
much smaller nanocrystals nor in ensemble averaged measurements.

Given the hypothesis that defects, which are more prominent near the surface of the
microplate, could be implicated in the enhanced luminescence found at the edges of the
material, an interesting consequence to note is that defects could play a positive, rather
than negative, role in improving luminescence of Mn2+ doped perovskites. In particular,
this idea suggests that if Mn2+ emission is the desired outcome of doping, then nanocrystals
would be an optimal functional geometry, given their high surface to volume ratio. In spite
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of this finding, TRCL imaging on a material form factor different from that of a nanocrystal
was required to elucidate this result.

Overall, we have used TRCL imaging as a powerful method for interpreting local vari-
ations in dopant decay behavior within the context of the full sample. Specifically, this
experiment has shown that TRCL imaging is capable of resolving spatial variations in re-
combination efficiency, which we suggest are caused by a larger surface trap density in
Mn2+-doped metal halide perovskites. There are many parameters that impact the emissive
behavior of dopants in perovskites, not all of which are well understood or characterized.
To further characterize dopant emission we have shown that lifetime measurements on the
nanoscale are an extremely sensitive way to identify changes in luminescence decay caused
by variations in the dopant’s local environment and facilitate a more incisive interpretation
than changes in emission intensity alone. TRCL imaging has the advantage of superior
spatial resolution as compared to time-resolved PL imaging (FLIM) and the ability to simul-
taneously acquire correlated topographical information via secondary electron scattering. In
the future, TRCL imaging could be useful more generally to explain the underlying source
of non-spatially uniform behavior in other exciting materials, such as diamond and silicon
carbide that contain defect centers used as single photon quantum emitters [72, 73].
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Chapter 3

Cathodoluminescence Imaging by
Resonant Energy Transfer (CLAIRE)

3.1 Introduction
Cathodoluminescence (CL) microscopy is a powerful technique for generating nanoscale im-
ages with correlated luminescence and microstructure information. However, many soft
materials are susceptible to damage induced by the high energy electron beam and are
therefore incompatible with CL microscopy, even with efforts to reduce electron exposure
and optimize photon collection. Additionally, capturing dynamic processes in these mate-
rials requires imaging samples for an extended period of time with repeated electron beam
exposure. Even when the sample’s damage threshold may permit a single CL image, this
limitation precludes using CL microscopy to study dynamics in soft materials.

Another approach for capturing high resolution images of complex samples is super-
resolution optical microscopy. Super-resolution optical microscopy methods have enabled
high-resolution fluorescence imaging of complex biological systems with chemical specificity
[9]. However, due to limitations in time resolution, established super-resolution microscopy
techniques often do not have the capability of observing dynamics at the nanoscale. Ad-
ditionally, super-resolution techniques often require labeling with specialized fluorophores
with photophysical properties specifically optimized for the experiment and often cannot
take advantage of a sample’s endogenous chromophores [10].

Our research group developed a super-resolution imaging platform that addresses these
limitations, called cathodoluminescence-activated imaging by resonant energy transfer
(CLAIRE). Specifically, CLAIRE imaging aims to combine the fast acquisition rates and
nanoscale resolution of scanning electron microscopy with the chemical specificity and non-
invasive nature of fluorescence microscopy.

In CLAIRE imaging, a thin cathodoluminescent scintillator film is placed between the
sample of interest and the electron beam of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Figure
3.1). A scintillator is a material that emits lights when electrons impinge on it. A low energy
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Figure 3.1: CLAIRE schematic

electron beam from the SEM is focused onto the scintillator, creating a nanoscale optical
excitation source, which can then transfer energy in the near-field to the underlying sample.
By rastering the electron beam across the scintillator and correlating its position with the
light emitted by the scintillator and by the underlying sample, a super-resolution image can
be generated. The scintillator film prevents the electron beam from making direct contact
with the sample, making this technique more suitable for samples prone to electron beam
damage, like soft materials.

Additionally, the scintillator acts as a barrier between the vacuum environment of the
SEM and the sample environment, allowing for the sample to remain in its native environ-
ment. This is particularly appealing for biological materials, which often require an aqueous
environment.

Previous work demonstrated the super-resolution capabilities of CLAIRE microscopy on
static samples [74]. With metal nanostructures deposited on the CLAIRE scintillator, en-
hancement of the scintillator emission was observed with 46 nm lateral spatial resolution.
CLAIRE microscopy was also tested on a blend of fluorescent polymers, which would be dam-
aged by direct electron beam exposure. CLAIRE microscopy was able to distinguish the two
components of the fluorescent polymer blend with a spatial resolution of 68 nm, demonstrat-
ing that CLAIRE is capable of super-resolution imaging on soft material samples. Another
important previous advance was the development of the lithographic process to fabricate
CLAIRE imaging chips that were capable of supporting free-standing scintillator films, first
described in print in the work presented in Section 3.4 [74]. Prior experiments depended
on using samples that functioned as scintillator support, and free-standing scintillator films
greatly expanded the range of samples that could be used with CLAIRE microscopy, paving
the way for the experiments discussed in Section 3.4.
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3.2 CLAIRE scintillator growth with pulsed laser
deposition

3.2.1 CLAIRE scintillator thin film requirements

The success of CLAIRE imaging depends strongly on the properties of the scintillator being
used. In addition to satisfying the condition of overlapping scintillator emission and sample
absorption, other scintillator properties are important for optimizing the signal of a CLAIRE
experiment. For the scintillator that we consider here, the emission comes from dopants in
the host material that behave as point emitters. A highly emissive scintillator will yield more
photons, enabling either better contrast or shorter pixel dwell times needed to achieve the
necessary contrast, giving rise to better spatial or temporal resolution, respectively. Faster
emitter lifetimes enable the emitter to cycle more times during the pixel dwell time, leading
to overall more emitted photons. For clarity in interpreting CLAIRE images, the scintillator
must also be uniformly bright so that variations in scintillator or sample brightness can be
unambiguously attributed to some change in the sample. For the scintillator to be uniformly
bright, the emissive dopant must be uniformly distributed in the scintillator. The scintillator
must also be uniformly flat to decouple changes in contrast due to scintillator topography
from changes in contrast due to actual sample differences, because near-field interactions
depend on the distance between the sample and the emitters in the scintillator. One example
is Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET), which scales with 1/r6 distance between the
donor (scintillator) and acceptor (sample chromophore) and is sensitive to changes on the
order of nanometers [75].

3.2.2 Pulsed Laser Deposition of YAP:Ce

The scintillator material that we use for CLAIRE experiments is YAlO3:Ce, cerium-doped
yttrium aluminum perovskite (YAP:Ce). In this material, the Ce3+ dopants substitute for
Y3+ in the lattice and are the source of CL emission from the scintillator, acting individually
as point emitters. To satisfy the requirements of scintillator uniformity and flatness, we
grow YAP:Ce scintillator films using pulsed laser deposition (PLD), which enables epitaxial
growth of the chosen material (YAP:Ce) on top of a substrate with a suitably matched crystal
lattice structure. PLD uses a pulsed high power laser to ablate the desired material (target),
forming a high energy plume of the substituent atoms. The atoms in the plume travel
to a heated substrate, which provides sufficient energy for the atoms to move to positions
corresponding to the low energy crystal lattice. This process preserves the stoichiometry of
the target material, with possible adjustments made by introducing gas to the PLD process,
such as O2 gas for growing oxide materials.

The scintillator must be thick enough that the electron beam plume does not “leak”
through the material in a CLAIRE experiment, so a deposition rate is a limiting factor in
the selection of possible methods. Some methods for growing well-ordered crystals layer
by layer (e.g. atomic layer deposition) are poorly suited because of slow deposition rates.
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Another advantage to having a tens of nanometer thick scintillator is that the scintillator
must be robust enough to be free-standing, which is helped by having a thicker scintillator.
Other faster methods for thin film deposition, like sputtering, can often yield films that are
not sufficiently flat or may have undesirable voids.

To achieve uniform YAP:Ce growth, deposition on a substrate with the matching crystal
structure is necessary. We grow YAP:Ce on two buffer layers, 20 nm of LaAlO3 (LAO) and 5
unit cells of SrTiO3 (STO) deposited on Si (200 µm thick, 100 orientation) using molecular
beam epitaxy prepared by Zhe Wang in the Darrell Schlom group. YAP:Ce was successfully
grown with laser ablation using a KrF laser emitting at 248 nm, with a repetition rate of
8 Hz, and a 47 mJ focused laser beam energy. The substrate, diced to a size of 5 mm
by 8 mm, was heated to 770 ◦C, and a O2 pressure of 0.41 mTorr to achieve the correct
oxygen stoichiometry. Correctly deposited YAP:Ce appears brown. After previous extensive
characterization of YAP:Ce grown via PLD, we now more quickly monitor the success of
PLD by verifying the CL spectrum, measuring the emitted photon counts relative to a known
YAP:Ce sample, and visually inspecting the surface roughness of the deposited material with
SE imaging. AFM can additionally be used to verify surface roughness and thickness of the
deposited YAP:Ce layer.

3.2.3 Towards YAP:Ce growth on an additional PLD system

To improve our ability to more readily grow YAP:Ce, we also began testing PLD growth
parameters using a different system. While growth parameters should be adaptable from the
existing PLD system, adjustments were still necessary and have not yet yielded high quality
YAP:Ce film deposition. The largest change between PLD conditions was a change in the
laser source, with the newer setup using a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser emitting at 532
nm, with laser powers ranging from 1.5 to 2.9 W and a fixed repetition rate of of 30 Hz.
Other tested conditions were close to previously used parameters, with O2 pressure ranging
from 0.5 to 2 mTorr and substrates heated at 780 ◦C. These PLD conditions yielded growth
that primarily comprised nanometer to micron sized boulders of material unevenly deposited
on the substrate (Figure 3.2).

This undesirable film morphology may have been caused by the change in laser wavelength
from the previously working KrF laser at 248 nm to the Nd:YAG laser emitting at 532 nm.
Successfully ablating the target material with the laser is essential for creating desirable
conditions in the plume of atoms ablated from the target to achieve proper deposition. If
the absorption spectrum of the material does not overlap well with the wavelength of the
ablating laser, the target material can undergo other processes, such as subsurface boiling,
which can lead to the release of clumps of the target material rather than a fine spray of
atoms. To address this issue, we switched to an ultraviolet (UV) excitation source at 266 nm
by adding another frequency doubling crystal to the Nd:YAG laser. Continued optimization
of the conditions for YAP:Ce growth on this PLD system are now possible. Overall, PLD
allows us to achieve the scintillator growth necessary for CLAIRE imaging and further PLD
optimizations will improve the experimental pipeline for CLAIRE imaging.
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Figure 3.2: AFM and SEM images showing PLD deposited material. (a) AFM image of
large deposits of material (b) SEM image of large deposits of material (c) AFM image of
smaller deposits of material (d) SEM image of smaller deposits of material
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart showing CLAIRE chip wet etch process.

3.3 Production of CLAIRE imaging chips using wet
etch lithography

After growing YAP:Ce on the LAO/STO/Si substrates, the next step towards CLAIRE
imaging is to modify the chip to produce a free standing film of the scintillator by removing
the Si in a small region to create a free-standing membrane. This can be achieved by
removing the Si via wet or dry etch. The wet etch process is described here.
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3.3.1 Pre-etch chip preparation

The YAP:Ce/Si chip produced with PLD must first be cleaned to remove residual silver paste
used to attach substrates to the heater during the PLD process to produce a uniform surface
for etching. The YAP:Ce side is first covered using UV release tape to prevent any scratches
during this process. The silicon side is then wet polished by hand using 5 µm, 1 µm and 0.5
µm grit diamond lapping paper by using a finger to move the chip across the wet lapping
paper in an “figure eight” pattern to ensure even polishing. The polished side is inspected
using an optical microscope to ensure that the surface is evenly clean without visible pits.
The chip is then removed from the UV release tape and cleaned by soaking in acetone,
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and MilliQ water for 5 minutes each, and further cleaned with an
O2 reactive ion etch (RIE) to remove any organic residue. The chip is then commercially
polished on the Si side to produce a smooth, flat surface.

Silicon nitride (SiN) is deposited on both the YAP:Ce and Si sides of the scintillator to
provide structural support to the final CLAIRE chip and as an etch stop for the Si side of the
chip. The chip is first cleaned with the same acetone, IPA, and water soak followed by O2

RIE. SiN is then deposited in a 1 µm layer on both sides of the chip using plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) (Figure 3.3, step 1). The SiN should evenly coat the
entire chip, otherwise unprotected areas of the chip will be etched away in subsequent steps
of the process.

3.3.2 Patterning the structural support on the scintillator side of
the imaging chip

Next, the SiN on the scintillator side is patterned using photolithography. The SiN on this
side is patterned with 10 µm wide cylindrical wells in which the scintillator is exposed. This
provides a layer of structural support for the scintillator, so that each contiguous area of
free-standing scintillator is a 10 µm wide circle surrounded by supportive SiN. The pattern
is produced using a photoresist process to selectively etch away the SiN in the desired areas.
This is achieved by adding a layer of photoresist (Figure 3.3, step 2), exposing the desired
pattern to UV light, and removing the exposed areas of photoresist, leaving the SiN in the
desired area exposed (Figure 3.3, step 3). The exposed SiN can then be removed by reactive
ion etch (Figure 3.3, step 4). Specifically, this is achieved using the protocol described as
follows.

The chip is once again cleaned by soaking in acetone, IPA, and MilliQ water, followed by
an O2 RIE. In addition to removing organic residue, the O2 RIE process imparts a charge
to the substrate surface, making the surface more hydrophilic and helping the photoresist to
evenly coat the surface of the chip. S1818 photoresist is pipetted onto the YAP:Ce side of
the chip such that the chip is fully covered, and a thin layer is created by spincoating at 6000
rpm for 6 seconds, 2500 rpm for 1 minute, and then 6000 rpm for 6 seconds. The photoresist
is heated at 95 ◦C for 2 minutes on a hot plate to drive off excess solvent and then cooled to
room temperature. The chip is placed underneath a chromium mask with the desired circle
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array pattern, with the photoresist layer between the chip and the mask. The photoresist
is exposed to UV light using a 365 nm wavelength lamp through the mask for 10 seconds
at 15 MW/cm3. The chip is removed from the mask and placed in MF-319 developer for 2
minutes until the exposed resist is dissolved. The chip is then rinsed with water and visually
inspected in the optical microscope to ensure that the photoresist is completely removed.
In the case of over or underexposure, the circles in the array produced by the chromium
mask may be larger or smaller than desired. In this case, the photoresist can be removed
by soaking in remover 1165 and the photoresist can be reapplied and re-exposed until the
desired size and feature cleanliness is achieved.

The exposed SiN can then be removed using a CF4/O2 RIE etch. First, to protect the
SiN on the Si side of the chip from undercutting during the RIE process, the chip is taped to
a glass slide with Kapton tape covering all four sides of the chip. The SiN is etched with 40
sccm CF4 and 20 sccm O2 at 100 W for approximately 2 minutes per 1 µm of SiN. When the
etch is finished, the exposed YAP:Ce should be a flat brown color when inspected with an
optical microscope. Any residual SiN will appear as green and pink patches on the YAP:Ce
and is removed with continued CF4/O2 RIE etching until the YAP:Ce is completely exposed.
The chip is then detached from the glass slide and the S1818 photoresist is removed by soaking
the chip in photoresist remover 1165 for several minutes, until completely dissolved in the
remover. The chip is cleaned by soaking in acetone, IPA, and MilliQ water sequentially for
5 minutes each, and then dried with N2 again.

3.3.3 Removing Si to expose free-standing scintillator

The SiN is then patterned on the Si side of the chip. This side of the chip faces the electron
beam in the CLAIRE experiment configuration and has large rectangular wells that expose
the YAP:Ce film. On this side of the chip, the SiN primarily acts as a protective layer
to confine the etching process to the exposed Si areas created using photolithography. To
create the rectangular wells in the Si, the SiN must first be removed to expose the Si to
the etching solution. This pattern is produced using the same photoresist and CF4/O2 RIE
process as is used for the YAP:Ce side of the chip. The chip is again cleaned via O2 RIE
and S1818 photoresist is spincoated on the Si side of the chip and baked as described above
(Figure 3.3, step 5). The chip is then taped on a laminate mask with larger rectangular
features and exposed to UV light for 10 seconds at 15 MW/cm3. The exposed photoresist
is removed as previously described and the remaining photoresist is inspected (Figure 3.3,
step 6). The chip is once again attached to a glass slide with Kapton tape, and the exposed
SiN is removed with the same CF4/O2 RIE process (Figure 3.3, step 7). Again, the etch is
visually inspected for remaining SiN and is continued until the Si is fully exposed and the
etched rectangles are a uniform silver color. The photoresist can then be removed by soaking
in remover 1165, and the chip is cleaned by soaking in acetone, IPA, and MilliQ water, and
dried with N2.

Before the Si can be etched, the patterned scintillator side of the chip must be protected
from the etching solution with layers of ProTEK B3 polymer and polydimethylsiloxane
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(PDMS) (Figure 3.3, step 8). First, ProTEK B3 primer is spincoated onto the chip at 2500
rpm and an acceleration of 7000 rpm/s and baked at 205 ◦C for 5 minutes. Another layer
of ProTEK B3 primer is applied using the same spincoating and baking conditions. The
ProTEK B3 is applied by spincoating at 6000 rpm with an acceleration of 7000 rpm/s for 6
seconds, then 2500 rpm and 7000 rpm/s for 1 minute, and finally 6000 rpm and 7000 rpm/s
for 6 seconds, in sequence. The ProTEK B3 is then baked for 10 minutes at 130 ◦C and 45
minutes at 205 ◦C and the chip is cooled to room temperature. PDMS is prepared by mixing
3 g of PDMS with 0.3 g of PDMS curing agent in a plastic weigh boat and degassed by
applying vacuum to a plastic vacuum container for 30 minutes. The PDMS is spincoated on
top of the ProTEK B3 layer at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes and cured at 120 ◦C for 30 minutes.

With the other side of the chip protected, the Si is ready to be etched (Figure 3.3, step
9). First, the native oxide layer on the Si is removed with a KOH etch. A 30% KOH solution
is heated to 70 ◦C and the chip is placed in a Teflon holder in a Teflon basket and submerged
in the KOH solution for 10 minutes. The basket with the chip is then quickly transferred to
a 25% tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution and heated at 50 ◦C overnight.
After etching overnight, the chip is transferred to a fresh 25% TMAH bath heated at 30 ◦C
and left to etch for several more hours until the Si is gone and the free-standing circles of
scintillator are visible. Etching can be monitored by holding the chip up to a light source
to see if the opaque Si has been sufficiently removed. The Teflon basket containing the chip
is then transferred to water to rinse away the TMAH from the chip. The protective PDMS
and ProTEK B3 layers are removed by soaking the chip in ProTEK remover for 45 minutes
(Figure 3.3, step 10). The chip is cleaned by carefully dipping in MilliQ water sideways
to avoid putting pressure on the free-standing scintillator windows and finally cleaned by
dipping in spectroscopic grade methanol.

With this lithography process, the goal of creating free-standing scintillator windows for a
CLAIRE experiment while maintaining enough structural stability to perform the experiment
is achieved (Figure 3.3, step 11). Another lithography method, using a deep reactive ion
etch to remove the Si and dispensing with the SiN structural framework on the scintillator
side, has also been developed and successfully used for CLAIRE experiments.

3.4 CLAIRE microscopy using nanoparticle labels
CLAIRE greatly reduces the electron beam-sample interaction compared to direct electron
microscopy, which enables studying nanoscale dynamics in soft material samples. To bench-
mark this capability, we require a controllable sample that exhibits some dynamic behavior
in an environment compatible with CLAIRE microscopy. One possibility is metal nanoparti-
cles, which are a desirable CLAIRE contrast agent because they are robust to photobleaching,
which otherwise causes undesirable signal decay, and because they interact through a res-
onant interaction, that is typically longer-range than the FRET interaction that would be
occur with an organic chromophore. This interaction also scales with the curvature of the
metal particle, rendering shapes with high curvature, such a nanocube corners, particularly
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Figure 3.4: Imaging dynamic desportion of Ag nanocubes with CLAIRE microscopy. (a)
Schematic of CLAIRE imaging of Ag nanocubes in ionic liquid. (b) Frames from a CLAIRE
movie showing particle desorption from the scintillator. (c) CLAIRE images of the gradual
desorption of a single particle and plot of the corresponding CLAIRE signal. Adapted from
Reference [76].

useful. Nanoparticle labels are commonly used in other microscopy techniques and metal
nanoparticles could similarly be used as labels for CLAIRE imaging in a variety of systems
that are non-luminescent.

3.4.1 CLAIRE imaging of metal particle desorption

In earlier work, metal nanostructures deposited on the sample side of the scintillator surface
of a CLAIRE chip had been shown to locally enhance the scintillator emission, suggesting
that metal nanoparticles should provide good contrast for CLAIRE imaging [74]. The next
requirement for studying dynamics instead of static structures is to provide an environment
in which the nanoparticles are able to move. We do so by immersing the particles in a low
vapor pressure liquid environment, which is compatible with the vacuum environment inside
the SEM used for CLAIRE imaging. Silver nanocubes that are 100 nm wide were dropcast
onto the scintillator side of a CLAIRE imaging chip and covered with a 0.5 µL drop of 1-
Butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (BMIM+ PF−

6 ), a low vapor pressure ionic
liquid. The CLAIRE chip is then flipped upside-down from the sample deposition position
such that in the final sample geometry, Ag nanocubes initially adhere to the bottom of the
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CLAIRE imaging chip with a volume of ionic liquid surrounding them (Figure 3.4a).
The metal nanoparticles that were deposited on the scintillator surface appear in CLAIRE

images as enhancement of the scintillator above the position of the nanoparticle, which can
be verified by increasing the accelerating voltage and penetration depth of the electron beam
to directly visualize the metal particles through the scintillator membrane. For the 100 nm
Ag cubes, CLAIRE contrast was found to be highest in the range of 480 nm to 540 nm,
so subsequent data were collected in that wavelength range. We found that with continued
imaging, the bright spots corresponding to the Ag nanocubes disappear (Figure 3.4b). This
can be explained by the particles originally at the scintillator surface moving further away
as they desorb from the surface and are suspended in the bulk liquid. Many nanocubes
desorb quickly, but for slower desorbing nanocubes, the desorption can be tracked over time,
with gradually decreasing CL signal indicating that the nanocube is slowly moving away
from the scintillator (Figure 3.4c). The loss of signal is attributed to desorption and not
electron beam induced decomposition because the scintillator film greatly reduces the extent
of electron interaction with the sample, as discussed in Section 3.4.2. These dynamics were
measured at framerates of 1.23 fr/s, demonstrating that CLAIRE imaging is capable of
simultaneous high spatial and temporal resolution. The ultimate time and spatial resolution
of the experiment depends on the combination of the electron beam scan speed and the
size of the measured field of view, so higher time resolution can in principle be attained by
scanning the smallest field of view that still captures the desired sample dynamics.

3.4.2 CLAIRE imaging of polymer particle motion

One of the advantages of CLAIRE imaging is its reduced invasiveness compared to direct
electron microscopy techniques. To demonstrate that CLAIRE is capable of imaging dy-
namics in a sample that is substantially more electron beam sensitive, we observe polymer
nanoparticle motion with CLAIRE using the experimental scheme shown in Figure 3.5a.
Nanoparticles made of a blend of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluoronyl-2,7-diyl) (PFO) and poly[((9,9-
di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-alt-co-(1,4-benzo-2,1’,3-thiadiazole)] (F8BT) were mixed into a
low vapor pressure liquid (Edwards Ultragrade 19 vacuum pump oil), placed under vacuum
to remove excess solvent, and the resulting solution was dropcast onto a CLAIRE imaging
chip. The polymer blend is chosen such that the absorption spectrum (Figure 3.5b, blue
curve) overlaps with the emission spectrum of the YAP:Ce scintillator (Figure 3.5b, purple
curve) and the emission spectrum is sufficiently red-shifted (Figure 3.5b, green curve) so
that the signal can be easily spectrally separated from the YAP:Ce emission and detected
between 530 nm to 590 nm.

We verify that we can detect the fluorescence from the polymer nanoparticles as ex-
pected, as shown in a CLAIRE image of two nanoparticles (Figure 3.5c). Additionally, this
demonstrates that CLAIRE imaging is non-invasive. We show that the sample is sensitive
to the electron beam by initially taking a CLAIRE image (Figure 3.5d), increasing the elec-
tron beam accelerating voltage to allow direct electron beam-sample interaction through the
scintillator, and then taking a CLAIRE image of the same particle after electron beam expo-
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Figure 3.5: Imaging polymer nanoparticle motion with CLAIRE microscopy. (a) Schematic
of CLAIRE imaging of polymer nanoparticles. (b) CL spectrum of YAP:Ce (purple) and
polymer nanoparticle absorption (blue) and emission (green) spectra. (c) CLAIRE image
of two polymer nanoparticles. (d) CLAIRE image of a single polymer nanoparticle. (e)
Reduction in the emitted light from the same particle shown in (d) after increasing the elec-
tron beam penetration depth. (f) CLAIRE image time series showing polymer nanoparticle
motion. Adapted from Reference [76].

sure (Figure 3.5e). The fluorescence signal is greatly reduced after the direct electron beam
exposure, showing that CLAIRE imaging does reduce the electron beam-sample interaction
and enables imaging of samples that would otherwise be too fragile for direct electron beam
imaging. Additionally, we image dynamics of these polymer nanoparticles. Frames from a
CLAIRE movie show the position of the fluorescence signal shifting over time (Figure 3.5f).
This is due to some motion of the polymer nanoparticle, possibly polymer nanoparticle shift-
ing or translating across the scintillator surface. The shift in signal is unlikely to be caused
by decomposition of the nanoparticle because a decomposition should appear as a decrease
in the polymer particle fluorescence rather than the lateral shift of the bright fluorescent
spot. The motion could be caused by either heat or charge accumulation in the scintillator
which would change the adhesion of the particle to the scintillator surface and cause the
particle to move. Overall, this demonstrates that CLAIRE is capable of imaging dynamics
in soft material samples.
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3.4.3 Future applications of nanoparticle CLAIRE labels

Having shown that CLAIRE microscopy is capable of non-invasively imaging motion in
nanoparticle samples, we are positioned to extend this work to more complex systems.
CLAIRE imaging is only sensitive to contrast near the scintillator film, which makes study-
ing two-dimensional translation parallel to the scintillator film appealing, since the contrast
mechanism will inherently reject any bulk signal contribution. This direction also draws upon
our work imaging nanoparticle dynamics at an ionic liquid droplet surface using SEM (Chap-
ter 4), which is also a two-dimensional electron beam sensitive process. Well-characterized
CLAIRE labels are an important part of the CLAIRE imaging toolkit because they are
adaptable to a wider range of samples than CLAIRE imaging of samples with endogenous
interactions with YAP:Ce. Developing a new scintillator with a different spectrum for each
new sample’s endogenous chromophore is also more involved than employing labels.

3.5 Aqueous encapsulation with graphene for CLAIRE
CLAIRE imaging is additionally well-suited to soft material samples because the scintilla-
tor film physically separates the vacuum environment of the SEM from the sample. This
separation enables the sample to have its own environment, which is particularly important
for biological soft material samples that require an aqueous environment. Towards this end,
we have developed an aqueous encapsulation scheme compatible with the CLAIRE imaging
chips with the goal of imaging biological soft materials in a suitable environment. Graphene
has been previously demonstrated as a suitable material for aqueous encapsulation for elec-
tron microscopy [77]. Previous efforts have used graphene alone or in conjunction with
other materials to image various samples under aqueous conditions [78, 79]. We developed a
graphene encapsulation method that additionally incorporates the geometry of the CLAIRE
imaging chip.

To contain a sample, the encapsulation method must be compatible with the CLAIRE
imaging chip. With the existing chip geometry, the sample is surrounded on the sides by
the supporting SiN framework and on the electron beam side by the scintillator film (Figure
3.6). The sample side is the remaining side to be enclosed to achieve aqueous encapsulation.
Therefore, the goal is to use graphene as the bottom layer of the enclosure.

3.5.1 Graphene encapsulation method

Development of the graphene encapsulation method was tested using the SiN framework
described in Section 3.3 deposited on a glass slide rather than the CLAIRE chip scintillator.
This method preserves the geometry of the system while being more compatible with optical
microscopes to verify the aqueous encapsulation. Additionally, the graphene layer’s seal
depends most strongly on the interaction between the graphene and SiN, so substituting a
different material for the scintillator should not change the effectiveness of the encapsulation
method. The glass test substrates are also simpler to construct than CLAIRE imaging chips,
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Figure 3.6: CLAIRE encapsulation diagram.

enabling faster testing of different encapsulation methods. The following methods have not
yet been used on the more fragile CLAIRE imaging chips.

We used a water-mediated graphene transfer process to place graphene on the test SiN
framework substrate (Figure 3.7). This was useful because it could be easily adapted to the
necessary aqueous conditions required by the sample (e.g. if the sample required a particular
buffer solution). In this case, multi-layer (6 to 8 layers) graphene was used for increased
mechanical robustness and further strengthened by spincoating a thin supporting layer of
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). Commercial multilayer graphene grown by chemical
vapor deposition on copper foil was treated by O2 reactive ion etch to remove graphene
from one side of the copper foil (Figure 3.7, step 1). PMMA (495,000 molecular weight in
anisole, at 6% weight concentration) was spincoated at 5000 rpm for 50 seconds onto the
graphene side of the copper foil to produce a layer approximately 500 nm thick (Figure 3.7,
step 2). The copper foil was removed by floating the copper foil/graphene/PMMA stack
on the surface of a 20% ammonium persulfate etching solution until no visible copper foil
remained (Figure 3.7, step 3). To rinse away remaining etchant, a clean glass slide was used
to transfer the remaining graphene/PMMA stack to the surface of clean water. To perform
this transfer, the glass slide was slid underneath the floating graphene/PMMA stack and
lifted from underneath to pick up the graphene (Figure 3.7, steps 5 and 6). The glass slide
was then lowered into fresh water at an angle, and so long as the graphene had not dried onto
the glass slide, the graphene could be floated on the surface of the water (Figure 3.7, step 7).
This process was repeated at least twice to remove residual copper ions and etchant solution.
The graphene/PMMA stack was then transferred to the surface of the desired sample solution
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Figure 3.7: Diagram of Graphene Encapsulation Method.

using the same glass slide method (Figure 3.7, step 8). Encapsulation could then be achieved
by submerging the test CLAIRE chip underneath the graphene/PMMA stack (Figure 3.7,
step 9) and removing excess sample solution until the graphene/PMMA stack falls down
onto the top surface of the chip (Figure 3.7, step 10). After removing the encapsulated chip
from the remaining solution and allowing any excess solution to evaporate from between the
graphene/PMMA stack and the substrate (Figure 3.7, step 11), the remaining solution was
sealed in the wells formed by the SiN.

3.5.2 Graphene Encapsulation Testing and Verification

To test graphene encapsulation of aqueous solution, we used a solvatochromic dye, coumarin
343, which emits at a different wavelength in its hydrated and dry forms (Figure 3.8). When
hydrated, it emits strongly at 490 nm and when dry, it emits much more weakly at 580 nm.
The spectra in Figure 3.8b have been normalized to show the wavelength shift and have not
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Figure 3.8: Coumarin 343 structure (a) normalized photoluminescence spectrum (b) and
un-normalized photoluminescence spectrum (c)

been nomalized in Figure 3.8c to show that the hydrated emission is much stronger than the
dry emission. PL spectra were recorded by exciting with a 405 nm LED focused through
a confocal microscope and detected by using a fiber to couple the signal to a QE65PRO
spectrometer with a HC1-QE grating (Ocean Optics). The wet spectrum was collected by
pipetting a saturated coumarin 343 solution onto a glass coverslip and the dry spectrum was
recorded after the water had evaporated.

Using a confocal laser scanning microscope with an excitation source at 405 nm, we ver-
ified the presence of water trapped in the SiN wells of the test substrate (Figure 3.9a). The
presence of water was confirmed in the confocal microscope after having left the encapsulated
test substrate in the SEM vacuum chamber overnight, (Figure 3.9b) showing that the encap-
sulation method is more than sufficient for the vacuum conditions required by the CLAIRE
experiment (Figure 3.9). While the emission from the sample after testing in the vacuum
chamber is dimmer, the wavelength of the emission still corresponds to that of hydrated
coumarin 343 and should still indicate the presence of water. One possible contribution to
the dimming luminescence is that the coumarin 343 solution used for these experiments is
a saturated solution and coumarin 343 has limited solubility in water [80]. As time elapses,
solvated coumarin 343 could attach to the sides of the encapsulating well. In particular,
graphene is capable of quenching the emission of nearby fluorophores and could plausibly
quench more of the coumarin 343 emission if the dye were to settle at that interface [81].
The graphene encapsulation method was also tested on a solution of fluorescent microbeads
and confirms that the sample particles in solution can be trapped using this method.

Additionally, we verified that the encapsulated water remains fluid. Fluorescence recov-
ery after photobleaching (FRAP) is a commonly used technique to measure diffusion of a
fluorescent dye into a bleached area. By photobleaching the coumarin 343 in one of the SiN
wells containing water, we observe the recovery of hydrated coumarin 343 signal within that
well (Figure 3.10 a,b,c). This shows that the coumarin 343 is able to diffuse into the encap-
sulated well, confirming that the encapsulated water is fluid. However, it also demonstrates
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Figure 3.9: Emission of hydrated coumarin 343 encapsulated in wells (a) after drying at
ambient conditions and (b) after 14 hours in the SEM vacuum chamber. Luminescence
corresponds to the presence of hydrated coumarin 343 and the dimmer luminescence in (b)
is likely caused by coumarin 343 settling out of solution.

Figure 3.10: Characterization of coumarin 343 diffusion (a) Wells containing hydrated
coumarin 343 fluoresce blue (false color). (b) Time series of center well post-bleach (purple
circle) (c) Plot of fluorescence recovery. (d) Diagram of possible encapsulation scenarios.
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Figure 3.11: Images of graphene encapsulation over a test chip. (a) Diagram of graphene
(black) sunk into (left) or suspended over (right) SiN wells (gray). (b) AFM image of
graphene sunk into (left, blue circle) and suspended over (right, red circle) wells. (c) SEM
image of graphene covering a chip, with a mixture of graphene sunk into (blue circle) and
suspended over (red circle) wells. (d) SEM image of graphene partially suspended over a
well, with the sunken-in region outlined in black. (e) Fluorescence image showing examples of
partial encapsulation with the graphene in the center of the well collapsed. (f) Fluorescence
images showing partial encapsulation with solution trapped in graphene wrinkles.

that coumarin 343 can diffuse between encapsulated wells, so the wells are not encapsulated
as isolated entities but rather as networks of connected wells (Figure 3.10d). While isolated
wells might be more advantageous in the event that a portion of the encapsulation fails,
such as the thin free-standing scintillator cracking above a well, they are not a necessary
requirement for aqueous encapsulation.
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3.5.3 Graphene encapsulation method development

To arrive at the successful encapsulation method described here, troubleshooting was focused
entirely on the application of the graphene layer, since the substrate geometry is set by the
pre-existing CLAIRE chip design. The largest hurdle to successful encapsulation was the
graphene’s inherent flexibility that allows it to adhere to both the sides and bottom of the
well, pushing out the sample solution rather than encapsulating it, depicted in Figure 3.11a
(left), where the wells formed by the SiN supports are exaggerated in height for clarity. This
can be visualized with atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 3.11b) and SEM (Figure
3.11c), which shows wells with graphene sunk into the bottom (blue circles) and wells with
graphene suspended above the well as desired (red circles). Other intermediate forms, where
the graphene collapses into the center of the well but leaves some remaining fluid around
the edges (Figure 3.11 d,e) or where the graphene traps liquid in wrinkles inside the well are
also possible (Figure 3.11f).

To reduce the flexibility of the graphene, PMMA was chosen as a readily available
material that could be added to the graphene to increase the thickness and reduce the
flexibility. PMMA thickness could be easily changed by varying the speed at which the
PMMA is spincoated into the graphene layer. Maintaining some of the flexible nature of
the graphene/PMMA stack is advantageous for the stack to be able to make good contact
with the rigid substrate. PMMA provides the additional benefit of holding the graphene
stack together during the copper etch and water rinse processes. At these stages, graphene
alone is susceptible to breaking apart or wrinking in on itself as it adheres to the glass slide
used for transfer. The PMMA prevents this occurrence and therefore improves the ability
to produce a contiguous encapsulating layer.

The PMMA thickness ultimately controls how well the graphene encapsulation works.
The current protocol produces a PMMA layer that is is 500 nm thick. If the PMMA is too
thin (thinner than 300 nm), the graphene/PMMA stack is not rigid enough to remove the
issues caused by graphene flexibility. However, when the PMMA is too thick (thicker than
1 µm), the encapsulation also appears to be less successful, possibly because the encapsula-
tion requires the graphene to conform to the SiN framework, and the rigidity of excessively
thick PMMA may reduce this interaction. The thickness of the applied PMMA layer can be
controlled both by spincoating parameters and by the initial concentration of the PMMA
solution. With too low of a PMMA concentration, the resultant PMMA layer is too thin to
provide support for the graphene layer, and with too high PMMA concentration, the PMMA
layer is too thick for the graphene layer to adhere well to the substrate. Concentrations be-
tween 4 wt% and 11 wt% PMMA were tested and 6 wt% yielded the most consistent results.
Spincoating speeds also change the thickness of the PMMA, with faster speeds producing
thinner PMMA layers. Speeds between 1,000 rpm and 10,000 rpm were tested, and 5,000
rpm worked most consistently with the 6 wt% PMMA. Because there are two parameters
to control PMMA thickness, PMMA concentration and spin speed, this exact combination
is probably not a unique solution and the 500 nm thickness of the resulting PMMA layer is
the most important result. One additional consideration is that the spincoating conditions
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may change the uniformity in the thickness of the PMMA layer, especially considering the
higher viscosity of concentrated PMMA solutions.

Possible approaches to producing higher yields of encapsulated wells include changing
the CLAIRE chip geometry by tuning the aspect ratio of the wells, either by decreasing
the diameter to make the suspended graphene area smaller or increasing the depth of the
wells to increase the tolerance for graphene bending into the well. Another avenue for
optimization is to continuing to tune the thickness of the PMMA layer beyond the tested
parameters to match those conditions. Changing the CLAIRE chip geometry has tradeoffs;
with a smaller well diameter, less YAP:Ce scintillator area will be available for imaging and
practical lithography considerations limit the depth of SiN that can easily be deposited and
etched into wells. Graphene encapsulation is compatible with the current CLAIRE chip
design. While continued optimization will be useful for increased experimental simplicity,
the current graphene encapsulation method is sufficient for a CLAIRE experiment of an
aqueous sample.

3.6 Towards CLAIRE of photosynthetic membranes
CLAIRE microscopy is particularly well-suited for soft material samples with high concen-
trations of endogenous chromophores that preclude the use of specific fluorescent labels by
crowding the available wavelength range. One target system is the motion of the photosystem
II protein complex within photosynthetic membranes [82]. Photosystem II (PSII) complexes
are housed in the grana, structures comprised of closely stacked membrane discs inside of
the chloroplast. When PSII is photodamaged, it must move to the stroma, more loosely
packed regions of the membrane, where the repair protein complex is housed. Currently,
PSII motion has not been directly observed and whether PSII diffuses randomly to arrive
at the stroma or moves in a directed manner towards the stroma is not known. Protein
diffusion within grana has been characterized recently with high speed AFM, but unam-
biguous assignment of similarly sized protein complexes remains a challenge for high speed
AFM [83]. Many of the protein complexes in these photosynthetic structures contain differ-
ent chromophores and the chromophores are densely packed, making other super-resolution
fluorescence methods difficult to apply. CLAIRE is well suited for this system, since it can
take advantage of a native PSII chromophore, chlorophyll a. The emission spectrum of the
YAP:Ce scintillator overlaps with the absorption spectrum of chlorophyll a so that using the
endogenous chromophore as the fluorescent reporter is possible. In this scenario, CLAIRE
would enable label-free super-resolution imaging of photosynthetic membranes.

3.6.1 Preliminary encapsulation of photosynthetic structures

Aqueous encapsulation is particularly important for imaging dynamics in photosynthetic
membranes, since proteins in dry membranes are not capable of motion. An intermediate
approach to the full aqueous encapsulation described in Section 3.5.1 is to use graphene to en-
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Figure 3.12: Correlated PL and SE imaging of a DEC. (a) PL image of encapsulated DEC
cholorphyll a emission. (b) SE image of the same encapsulated DEC. (c) Diagram of encap-
sulated DEC

capsulate larger photosynthetic structures, such as de-enveloped chloroplasts (DECs), which
are able to provide structural support to the graphene. In this case, multilayer graphene was
prepared as described in Section 3.5.1 without the addition of the PMMA layer.

DECs were deposited on glass or silicon and that substrate was submerged under a clean
floating multilayer graphene stack and lifted to encapsulate the sample under the graphene.
Intermediate to CLAIRE, this approach also enables correlated SEM and fluorescence imag-
ing of the same DEC sample, although this approach is not capable of capturing dynamics of
nanoscale fluorescence information (Figure 3.12). The graphene encapsulated DEC was first
imaged with a scanning confocal microscope, detecting the native chromophore chlorophyll
a. The same sample was then imaged at 2 kV in the SEM. In this case, the graphene layer
is sufficiently conductive that the insulating glass substrate does not accumulate charge to
an extent that is detrimental for imaging. The encapsulated DEC retains its expected oval
shape and the characteristic puncta, highly emissive spots a few hundred nm in diameter
corresponding to stacks of grana, are visible in both the PL image and SE image. In this
case, coumarin 343 encapsulated with the DECs was an unreliable reporter on the hydrated
state of the sample, possibly because the DEC provided an environment that was more
similar to the hydrated than dry environment. The coumarin 343 was dissolved into the
aqueous solution used to transfer the graphene layer on top of the sample and should have
been present in any encapsulated water.

Another approach to encapsulation is to replace the aqueous environment with a low
vapor pressure liquid environment. Because the low vapor pressure liquid will remain as
a liquid in the SEM vacuum chamber, it does not need to be additionally encapsulated.
Additionally, if the refractive index of the liquid is similar to the refractive index of the
sample, the presence of the liquid prevents internal reflection of emitted sample photons
from the sample-vacuum interface. The sample-vacuum internal reflection otherwise creates
an interference signal as a result of the difference in path length between light reflected
from the sample-vacuum interface and light from the sample-scintillator interface. This
interference signal appears on top of the desired CLAIRE signal, so removing the undesired
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Figure 3.13: Images and spectra of DEC stability in ionic liquids. (a) PL images of dry DEC
controls. (b) PL images of DECs surrounded by BMIM+ PF−

6 . (c) PL spectra of DECs
(orange box) and background (blue box) after one week. (d) PL images of DECs surrounded
by EMIM+ MeSO−

4 . (e) PL spectra of DECs (orange box) and background (blue box) after
four hours.

interference signal is advantageous. On the other hand, using low vapor pressure liquid
removes the benefit of being able to observe the sample in a relevant aqueous environment.
For the DECs, this may not be necessary since the imaged area of the sample is directly in
contact with the CLAIRE chip and the ionic liquid would primarily be in contact with the
opposite side of the chloroplast, similar to the geometry in Section 3.4.

We verified the compatibility of the DEC sample with different ionic liquids (ILs), a class
of low vapor pressure liquids. DECs were deposited on clean glass substrates and covered with
a droplet of IL. In control DECs not covered by IL, puncta corresponding to stacks of grana
are characteristically visible. DEC samples covered in 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexaflu-
orophosphate (BMIM+ PF−

6 ) retained clear puncta and normal chlorophyll a spectra after
a week of being covered. However, DEC samples covered in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
methyl sulfate (EMIM+ MeSO−

4 ) degraded on the timescale of a few hours. The puncta
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became less distinctly visible and the background fluorescence spectrum contained contribu-
tions from chlorophyll a. This demonstrates that DECs are not stable in EMIM+ MeSO−

4

and some chlorophyll a previously confined to the DECs was solubilized in the bulk IL.
However, BMIM+ PF−

6 appears to be a good choice for IL encapsulation of DECs.

3.7 Conclusions and outlook
CLAIRE imaging combines the advantages of nanoscale resolution, fast scanning to enable
capturing dynamics, and chemical specificity. We have benchmarked our ability to image
nanoparticle dynamics with CLAIRE, which is both inherently interesting and useful for
future applications as CLAIRE-compatible labels. We have also established a protocol for
using CLAIRE imaging with solvent environments that are not inherently compatible with
the SEM vacuum environment, providing a path towards future experiments with samples in
an aqueous environment. Finally, we have begun to test CLAIRE imaging on photosynthetic
membranes which are interesting systems that can not be readily studied with existing super-
resolution microscopy techniques. With the combination of these developments, we are well
poised to continue using CLAIRE imaging for a variety of future samples.
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Chapter 4

Electron beam induced dynamics in
doped colloidal interfacial monolayers

4.1 Introduction
Colloids provide an accessible platform as model systems for studying interatomic and inter-
molecular interactions and associated phase behavior as well as a platform for the bottom-up
design of next generation materials [25]. Colloidal systems are most typically studied with
optical microscopy, which is well developed but limited to particle sizes above the optical
diffraction limit. With scanning electron microscopy’s superior spatial resolution, we are
able to study colloidal systems comprised of smaller particles. This is particularly important
for studying particle interactions that scale with size, where using a model system com-
prised of particles on a smaller size scale is advantageous for making comparisons to even
smaller molecular or atomic systems. In particular, polycrystalline colloidal systems con-
taining dopant impurities, in the form of differently sized particles, are useful model systems
for studying grain boundary segregation.

In addition, colloids provide an opportunity to discover emergent phenomena distinct
from those occurring in traditional condensed matter systems. The exploration of soft matter
driven away from equilibrium by various means has opened new possibilities to study and
create systems in novel dynamic regimes. One possible result of studying nanoscale colloid
dynamics is that the size of the particle becomes closer to that of the solvent molecules,
which must rearrange to accommodate changes in the particle position. A regime where the
timescale of this solvent rearrangement is closer to the timescale of particle motion has not
been extensively explored.

An additional feature of electron microscopy imaging used in the experiments discussed
here is the more perturbative electron irradiation used to generate contrast in the images. In
this case, the electron beam can act as a driving force to introduce different processes, and
has previously been used to drive particle assembly at the nanoscale, such as coarsening 2D
defected solids [24]. Understanding the interaction between electron radiation and particle
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing the response of a silica particle to electron beam perturba-
tion at an ionic liquid-vacuum interface. (a) Schematic showing how electron beam per-
turbation charges a particle to induce coarsening and eventual sinking. (b) The decreasing
pinning energy of the particle to the solvent-vacuum interface with increasing surface poten-
tial demonstrates that charged particles sink when the pinning energy, which quantifies the
work required to move a particle from the interface into the solution, is of order kBT (red
dashed line). Adapted from Reference [24].

dynamics or assembly is interesting and not well understood.

4.1.1 Prior work

Previous work in our lab explored the effect of electron beam perturbation on a polycrys-
talline monolayer of silica nanoparticles pinned to the top interface of a low vapor pressure
ionic liquid droplet. The electron beam was able to drive dynamics within the system [24].
Initially, the electron beam irradiation caused the particles to begin fluctuating in their posi-
tions in the lattice (Figure 4.1a). These fluctuations enabled the coarsening of the monolayer
as the initial smaller grains were able to translate or re-orient to merge into larger grains.

The particles were initially mostly submerged in the ionic liquid, with a contact angle at
zero charge of 15 to 20 degrees (Figure 4.1b). As charge accumulated inside the insulating
particles, counterions from the ionic liquid were recruited to the particle surface to screen
the charge, eventually covering the surface and resulting in the particle’s desorption from
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the ionic liquid interface, leaving vacancies in the lattice (Figure 4.1b). We discuss particle
sinking in greater detail in Section 4.3.2. The buildup of particle vacancies caused a decrease
in the area fraction of particles in the monolayer, inducing a melting transition. Here,
we seek to expand our capability to control the assembly of colloidal monolayers and our
understanding of how the electron beam drives colloidal monolayer dynamics, specifically in
a system where the main polycrystalline lattice is comprised of 300 nm silica particles and
additional larger 1 µm silica particles are interspersed in the crystal lattice. We define the
main lattice particles as 300 nm diameter particles and dopants as the lower concentration
1µm diameter particles.

4.2 Colloidal monolayer assembly, imaging, and image
analysis

4.2.1 Protocol for assembling doped colloidal monolayers

In these recent experiments, the silica particle monolayers form as the silica particles rise to
the surface of a droplet containing ionic liquid (IL) and glycerol because their presence at
the vacuum-IL interface reduces the free energy of the system [24]. The sample is prepared
by mixing together the silica particles in aqueous solution, IL, and glycerol, subsequently
dropcasting this solution onto a silicon substrate, and removing excess water by placing the
sample in a vacuum chamber. This general overview is explained in more detail below.

Substrate cleaning

Silicon substrates are rinsed in acetone, isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and MilliQ water, dried with
a stream of N2 gas, and then visually inspected for any residue. If any contaminants remain,
they can be wiped off using a foam tipped swab soaked in IPA, then re-rinsed with acetone,
IPA, and MilliQ water, and dried again with N2. Alternatively, substrates were cleaned by
sonication while immersed in sequence in acetone, IPA, 2% Hellmanex detergent, and water
for 10 minutes each, rinsed with MilliQ water, and dried with a stream of N2 gas. Substrates
are then further cleaned with a 2 minute O2 plasma reactive ion etch.

Ionic liquid and glycerol handling

The ionic liquid 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethyl sulfate (EMIM+ EtSO−
4 ) is hygroscopic,

so a number of protocols were used to control the hydration level of the samples. The
ionic liquid used for these experiments was freshly purchased and stored in a glovebox.
The ionic liquid was only removed from the glovebox in aliquots. The glycerol used in
these experiments was similarly stored in the glovebox and only removed in small aliquots.
Any samples containing ionic liquid or glycerol were also stored in the glovebox if not used
immediately.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing sample preparation for an interfacial colloidal monolayer (not
to scale).

One source of difficulty in preparing these samples worth noting is the viscosity of the
ionic liquid and glycerol, which both flow very slowly and therefore require care to ensure
that the entire expected volume has been pulled into the micropipette tip before removing it
from the solution. This is especially noticeable for smaller pipette tips with narrow entrance
holes. For this reason, preparing larger volumes of samples than necessary (10s to 100s of
µL to ultimately use less than 1 µL per sample) is convenient, such that small variations
in volume measurement accuracy have a smaller overall impact in the final concentration of
each component of the sample.

Silica particle solution preparation

To consistently form polycrystalline interfacial monolayers consisting of 300 nm diameter
lattice particles and 1 µm diameter dopant particles, we experimented with multiple sample
compositions with different concentrations of particles, IL, and glycerol. In what follows,
we describe the standard protocol common to all of them for preparing the base mixture
of particles in IL with the possible addition of glycerol. The stated volumes correspond to
those used to prepare the 2:1 300 nm:1 µm, 75% IL 25% glycerol particle solution used for
the primary datasets described in this chapter. The 2:1 ratio of 300 nm diameter lattice
particles to 1 µm diameter dopant particles reflects the ratio of particles present in the
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sample preparation solution but does not reflect the ratio of particles that comprise the final
monolayer, which we discuss further in Section 4.2.2.

Silica particles were purchased in aqueous solution from Nanocomposix and transferred
into EMIM+ EtSO−

4 as follows. Before measuring particles, the particle solution was mixed
well by shaking the bottle, which was particularly important for achieving accurate particle
concentrations, since the particles readily sink to the bottom of the solution. The volume
containing the desired number of particles was measured using a micropipette and dispensed
into a microcentrifuge tube (Figure 4.2, starting point). The solution was centrifuged at
7000 rpm for 2 minutes, until a visibly separated pellet of particles formed at the bottom
(Figure 4.2, step 1). As much as possible of the supernatant was removed by pipetting away
the top aqueous layer, avoiding removing any particles (Figure 4.2, step 2). If the volume of
particles needed to produce the desired final number of particles exceeded the volume of the
microcentrifuge tube, the process of centrifuging, removing supernatant, and then adding
more particles was repeated until the pellet contained the concentrated particles from the
required volume of the initial particle solution.

To make 200 µL of particle solution at a final concentration of 13 mg/mL of 300 nm
particles and 250 mg/mL of 1 µm particles (corresponding to a 2:1 particle number ratio),
we used 260 µL of 10 mg/mL 300 nm particles and 5 mL of 10 mg/mL 1 µm particles.
To determine these particle quantities, we used the volume of a sphere of the expected
diameter as 4

3
πr3, where r is the radius of the sphere, and the density of silica, given by

the manufacturer as 2.2 g/cm3 [84], to calculate the number of particles per unit mass as
3.22×1010 300 nm diameter particles per mg of silica and 8.68×1010 1 µm diameter particles
per mg of silica. Using this ratio, we found that a 2:1 particle ratio of 300 nm particles to 1
µm particles is a 1:18.5 weight ratio, corresponding to the 2.6 mg of 300 nm diameter silica
particles and 50 mg of 1 µm particles used in the sample preparation.

The particles were next transferred into the IL. The EMIM+ EtSO−
4 was pipetted into the

microcentrifuge tube (Figure 4.2, step 3) and the particles were suspended into the solution
by slowly pulling the solution into and expelling it from the pipette tip, while avoiding
forming bubbles (Figure 4.2, step 4). At this stage, the ionic liquid was viscous and the
particles were densely packed together and prone to forming chunks, so resuspending slowly
was optimal to avoid clogging the pipet tip. To achieve a final volume of 200 µL, IL was
added until the total volume of the solution was around 170 to 180 µL, resuspended, and then
additional IL was added until the final volume was 200 µL. These preparation conditions
worked well for these particles, but for future samples, supernatant removal and resuspension
could be optimized by producing a tighter or looser pellet by centrifuging at higher or lower
speeds, respectively.

The final step in preparing the particles in IL solution was to remove any remaining
water. We did this by heating the solution at 60 ◦C for an hour in a vacuum oven at
roughing pressure to drive off remaining water. After the removal of water, this solution
could be stored in the glovebox for future use and thoroughly mixed before subsequent use.
The final volume of 200 µL was chosen for ease of performing the protocol. Volumes that
are too small would result in a small particle pellet, which was more difficult to isolate from
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the supernatant, and was also difficult to re-suspend by pipetting up and down with small
volumes of IL. Larger volumes would require more time in the vacuum oven to remove the
residual water.

For samples with mixtures of particles of different sizes, the particles could be mixed
together initially or they could be prepared in separate IL solutions and then mixed together.
Due to the viscosity of the final IL mixture, mixing the particles together when they were
still in the aqueous solution appeared to yield more consistent mixing. However, mixing
differently sized particles after they had been transferred to the IL was advantageous for
testing many different particle size ratios, since it reduced the number of initial solutions to
be prepared. Ultimately, the method of mixing the particles together while they were still
in aqueous solution and subsequently transferring the particle mixture to the IL was used
for the final experiments.

The EMIM+ EtSO−
4 particle suspension was then mixed with glycerol (Figure 4.2, step

5). For a 75% IL 25% glycerol solution, 15 µL of the prepared particle in IL solution was
mixed with 5 µL of glycerol. Before measuring the particle solution, it was mixed again
by pipetting the solution up and down to ensure that the particles had not settled to the
bottom of the tube. The glycerol was added and the solution was mixed by pipetting up
and down very thoroughly (Figure 4.2, step 6). To ensure that particles were well dispersed
in solution and not clumped together, the solution was then sonicated for 10 minutes. The
sample could also be stored in the glovebox after this stage for future use, but should be
re-sonicated and mixed before subsequent uses.

Monolayer assembly

Once the particle/IL/glycerol solution had been prepared and the substrates had been
cleaned, one could proceed to form the colloidal monolayer droplet on the substrate. The
particle solution was mixed again by pipetting up and down at least twenty times just prior
to deposition to ensure that the particles did not settle to the bottom of the microcentrifuge
tube. The particle solution (0.3 µL) was pipetted onto the cleaned Si substrate, taking care
to deposit the solution in a single droplet without smearing it sideways or introducing air
bubbles (Figure 4.2, step 7). The substrate with the droplet was then immediately trans-
ferred to a vacuum chamber and pumped down to roughing pressure for 10 minutes, followed
by 30 minutes at high vacuum pressure with a turbo pump for final water removal.

Sample transport to the scanning electron microscope

To ensure that the samples stayed dry after the final water removal in the wet lab, we used
the following methods. After removal from the vacuum chamber, samples were immediately
placed into a gel box, chosen to hold the sample in place without touching the top sample
surface, and were brought into the glovebox. Inside the glovebox, the gel boxes were trans-
ferred into a vacuum nipple, keeping the top of the gel box facing directly up so as not to
have the liquid sample drop slide off the substrate. The vacuum nipple was closed with the
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samples inside of it so that the samples could be stored in a water-free atmosphere. The vac-
uum nipple was then brought out of the glovebox and was ready for transport to the SEM.
Samples were typically prepared the day before imaging, but Section 4.3.1 below describes
the in-situ observation of monolayer formation once droplets are set on the Si substrate.

Adaptations from previous assembly methods

The current protocol differs from the protocol employed in Reference [24] for making this
system. The two notable differences are the water removal conditions and the addition of
glycerol. In the previous version of this protocol, the aqueous particle solution and ionic
liquid were mixed together and directly deposited onto the substrate, resulting in a droplet
that still contained a relatively large volume of water. The only water removal step occurred
at this stage, where the droplet on the substrate was placed in a different vacuum chamber
at 40 mTorr. In that earlier version of the assembly, placing the sample in vacuum also
resulted in a reduction in volume of the droplet, which may contribute to how the silica
particles travel to and assemble at the surface. This mechanism would likely depend on the
rate of water removal and the initial proportion of water present in the droplet. We find
that the addition of glycerol and the removal of water before the droplet deposition yields
ordered monolayers with more consistency than the previous protocol.

4.2.2 Sample Optimization

Glycerol concentration

The addition of glycerol to the ionic liquid solution is an important difference compared to
the previous version of this sample preparation described in Reference [24], which contained
only the ionic liquid and colloidal particles. Glycerol was added to diminish the screening of
the charged particles (after electron beam exposure) by the ionic liquid, with the intention of
prolonging the time that the particles remain at the surface of the ionic liquid droplet before
sinking and in the imaging field of view. We also found that the addition of glycerol produced
samples whose initial conditions were more consistently densely packed and polycrystalline.
By contrast, samples prepared without glycerol under otherwise similar conditions often
had different initial morphologies and a different response to the electron beam. Glycerol
concentrations of 75%, 50%, 35%, 25%. 20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, and 0% were tested, with
25% glycerol yielding the most consistent sample formation behavior and electron beam
response over several different sample duplicates and different imaging sessions. The use of a
solution containing both glycerol and ionic liquid, although chosen to reduce the ionic liquid
screening during the SEM experiment, also affects the formation of the colloidal monolayer.
The presence of both ionic liquid ions and glycerol likely changes the interaction between the
solvent and particles as well as the viscosity of the solution, and both of these are plausible
reasons that glycerol influences the morphology of the lattice that is formed to be the initial
condition for electron beam imaging.
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Particle size mixtures

Here, we define the main lattice particles as 300 nm diameter particles and the dopant
particles as 1 µm diameter particles. Various ratios of 300 nm diameter lattice particles
and 1 µm diameter dopant particles were tested to produce colloidal lattices with good
mixing between the particle sizes and a meaningful number of 1 µm diameter dopants. The
final lattices have a substantial amount of heterogeneity in the number of dopants per field of
view, ranging from areas where 1 µm dopants outnumber the 300 nm lattice particles to areas
entirely without dopants (examples shown in Figure 4.10 initial time points). To facilitate
the experiment, optimizing for a particle mixture that gave a large area of monolayer with
one to tens of dopants per SEM field of view was desirable. A final particle mixture of two
300 nm lattice particles per one 1 µm dopant particle was used, although ratios close to
this (5:2 or 3:2 ratios of 300 nm to 1 µm particles) also gave similar results. The number of
dopants required in solution far exceeded the actual stoichiometric ratio apparent in even the
most densely doped regions of the sample, possibly due to the fact that the larger particles
may diffuse more slowly and have less probability of finding the surface of the droplet during
the monolayer formation process [85].

Total particle concentration

The total particle concentration in the liquid droplet also plays a role in the formation of the
monolayer. We find that with increasing particle concentrations, the monolayer forms more
consistently and generally occupies a larger area of the droplet surface. This concentration
far exceeds the number of particles that would be required to cover the surface of the droplet
and suggests that more of the particles sink to the bottom of the droplet than find the top
surface. While stable monolayers can form with lower particle concentrations, the higher
concentrations yield more reproducible results. Undoped monolayers were tested with an
initial concentration of 10 mg/mL, 20 mg/mL and 50 mg/mL, with 50 mg/mL producing
the most consistent polycrystalline monolayers. Doped monolayers were tested at a lower
concentration of 1.3 mg/mL 300 nm particles and 25 mg/mL 1 µm particles and a tenfold
higher concentration of 13 mg/mL 300 nm particles and 250 mg/mL 1 µm particles, where
the latter also produced the more consistent monolayers.

Controls

Due to the sensitive nature of these samples and the inherent variation from sample to
sample, we implemented a variety of controls to ensure reproducible results. We verified
that the time between sample preparation and imaging did not change the behavior of the
sample. We also confirmed that our protocol for removing excess water from the commercial
IL is sufficient by comparing to a sample that was heated under vacuum for two days and
found no difference in the final sample. We tested the duration of the final removal of water
from the dropcast sample and found no large differences when leaving the samples in the
vacuum chamber for longer, demonstrating that this step is sufficient for removing as much
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remaining water as possible. Additionally, we compared samples stored in a moisture-free
environment to samples stored at ambient atmospheric conditions to confirm that the sample
response to the electron beam does change based on its environmental exposure to moisture.

Additional methods for future monolayer assembly

Some development that may provide inspiration for further experiments includes changing
the nature of the sample or the preparation method. One sample parameter that could be
tried more extensively is the type of ionic liquid used. There is a large variety of ionic liquids
available that may interact with the particles differently, possibly uncovering different types
of dynamics to explore. We tried preparing samples with EMIM+ MeSO−

4 , and found incon-
sistent results. The sample preparation method also has additional room for exploration.
We found that blotting the top of the droplet with a large flat surface, such as a piece of
waxed weighing paper, produced very large crystalline domains in undoped samples which
also dispersed very quickly upon electron beam exposure. This could be a promising avenue
for manipulating the lattices into other desirable morphologies.

4.2.3 Imaging

Imaging this system requires unique considerations because the electron beam acts both
as the driving force for the dynamics as well as the method for imaging them. Therefore,
electron beam exposure needed to be carefully managed while imaging these samples. To
avoid unnecessary electron beam exposure before the experiment begins, the microscope is
focused on one area of the sample, the electron beam is blanked, and the sample is translated
to a fresh area of the sample that will also be in focus before the imaging begins. Additionally,
between experiments the electron beam is blanked and the sample is translated to avoid
collecting data from areas adjacent to previously exposed areas. To control for changes in
droplet curvature, imaging was performed in the center of the droplet.

The imaging conditions are another essential aspect of managing the electron beam expo-
sure. Magnification, pixel size, pixel array size, and pixel dwell time were chosen to optimize
time resolution while allowing for images with sufficient contrast to perform the particle
detection analysis described in Section 4.2.4. To achieve this balance, we needed to con-
sider that the electron beam is perturbative: too much electron beam exposure drives the
dynamics too quickly to capture, but the electron beam is also the method for imaging, so
insufficient electron beam exposure produces images without enough contrast to analyze the
particles. Using the InLens detector of the SEM provided better contrast compared to the
SE detector, possibly because the collection geometry is more favorable to electrons exiting
vertically from the sample. Ultimately, the optimal balance was achieved using electron
beam parameters of 6 kV and 60 pA current, imaging parameters of 7000× magnification
and 396 × 396 pixels for a pixel width of 40.2 nm and a full imaging field of view of 15.9 µm,
and scanning parameters of 2 µs/pixel resulting in frame times of 313 ms/frame. Movies
were recorded in a Zeiss Gemini Supra 55 VP-SEM using a custom software built on the
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Figure 4.3: CASINO simulations of charge accumulation in particles at different voltages.
Note that the net charge accumulation depends not only on the beam flux but also on the
beam transmission through the bottom surface of the particle, which occurs far less in the
larger 1 µm dopant particles than in the smaller 300 nm lattice particles.

ScopeFoundry platform developed by Ed Barnard, Shaul Aloni, and Frank Ogletree at the
Molecular Foundry.

We arrived at these parameters using the following approach. Our aim was to slow down
the dynamics as much as possible so that the evolution could be captured by more total
frames, providing as much information as possible about how particle positions evolve with
time. In other words, we wanted to optimize all parameters to prevent undersampling of
events such as particle position fluctuations or translations. Because the electron beam in-
teraction drives the dynamics, we use the lowest beam current possible that still allows us
to clearly distinguish and detect the particles, which is 60 pA in this case. To optimize the
accelerating voltage, we note that increasing the accelerating voltage leads to charge being
deposited deeper into the sample. This effect can be simulated using CASINO, an electron
scattering Monte Carlo simulation described in Reference [19], for particles of different diam-
eters and accelerating voltages (Figures 4.3, 4.4). At lower accelerating voltages, more of the
charge is therefore deposited at the surface, i.e., in the silica beads rather than in the bulk
solution, which therefore accumulate charge faster and disperse more quickly [24]. Therefore,
up to a certain point, higher accelerating voltages are desirable for extending the duration
over which we can observe the system evolve. However, at higher accelerating voltages, two
detrimental effects emerge. First, with the electrons being deposited further into the system,
fewer secondary electrons escape from the sample to be detected and proportionally more
of the volume that is irradiated by the electron beam is the bulk IL that is beneath the
silica particles, indicated by the increase in the transmitted fraction of primary electrons
with increasing accelerating voltage (Figure 4.4). This leads to reduced imaging contrast
of the interfacial silica particles at higher accelerating voltages. Second, the ionic liquid is
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Figure 4.4: Plots showing the results of CASINO simulations for electron trajectories and
charge accumulation shown in Figure 4.3. The backscattered fraction indicates the percent
of electrons that exit the particle in the top direction (moving back towards the direction of
the electron beam excitation). The transmitted fraction indicates the percentage of electrons
that exit the particle by penetrating through it (moving in the same direction as the electron
beam excitation). The secondary yield is the number of secondary electrons generated during
the scattering simulation. The net charge fraction is the combination of the trapped primary
electrons, which contribute a negative charge, and secondary yield, which contributes a
positive charge.
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not fully impervious to the electron beam. With more charge being deposited into the bulk
ionic liquid, we observe the emergence of visible ionic liquid damage, possibly caused by
electron beam catalyzed cross-linking, which appears as dark contrast in the SE images [86,
87]. After testing accelerating voltages from 2 kV to 10 kV in 1 kV increments, we found
that 6 kV was a good balance between the relative advantages of low and high accelerating
voltages (Figure 4.3, red box).

Next, we selected a magnification of 7000× to achieve a field of view that would encompass
a few large grains in the polycrystalline lattice while having high enough magnification to
clearly resolve individual particles. Then we optimized the time resolution, where the number
of frames per second is determined by the combination of the number of pixels per scan and
the pixel dwell time. We tested pixel counts ranging from 1064 × 1064 to 200 × 200 and
pixel dwell times ranging from 10 µs to 1.5 µs. With too few pixels, the particles cannot
be clearly distinguished from each other but too many pixels give redundant information
at the expense of time resolution. Similarly, with insufficient pixel dwell time, the signal
is noisy and particles become difficult to distinguish, but increased pixel dwell times give
diminishing returns in image clarity. We found that the combination of 396 × 396 pixels
and 2 µs/pixel was sufficient for compatibility with the analysis described in Section 4.2.4,
which sums frames in sets of two, to reliably assign particle positions.

An important aspect of the imaging concerns the sensitivity of the sample to its environ-
ment. We find that with prolonged exposure to the vacuum environment inside the SEM,
the samples begin to respond differently to electron beam perturbation, specifically by dis-
persing much more quickly. The time of this transition varies from day to day, but typically
occurs on the timescale of 45 minutes to 2 hours. Samples that have been loaded into the
SEM vacuum chamber at the same time undergo this transition at roughly the same time,
regardless of conditions like total electron beam exposure. We speculate that because this
happens to all of the samples inside the vacuum chamber, that this is not an effect of imaging
but rather the sample environment. Since the samples are exposed to the ambient atmo-
sphere while they are mounted to the sample stage and loaded into the vacuum chamber, the
possibility of the hygroscopic ionic liquid absorbing ambient humidity and then progressively
releasing the water inside the vacuum chamber is one possible contribution to this transition.
Another possible contribution is the buildup of carbonized material as a byproduct from the
interaction between the electron beam and the IL and glycerol sample during imaging. Ex-
perimentally, we addressed this slow change by only using data from samples that have not
yet undergone this transition. We used separate vacuum nipples to store and transport the
samples so that we had several fresh samples available for each imaging session.

4.2.4 Image analysis

Particle detection and tracking

To quantitatively analyze the dynamics of the particles within the monolayer, we must be
able to detect them in an image and follow them from frame to frame. First, HDF5 files from
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Figure 4.5: Lattice particle detection and tracking shown on an example image frame. (a)
InLens data averaged over two frames. (b) Detected particles overlaid in magenta circles. (c)
Histogram of mean particle intensity used to filter particle assignments. (d) Particle tracks
overlaid in false color corresponding to mean particle velocity, where blue corresponds to a
slower velocity and red corresponds to a faster velocity. (e) Fifteen frames averaged to show
particle motion, with region for comparison indicated in yellow. (f,g) Zoomed-in comparison
of (d) and (e) respectively. (h) Map of the bond order parameter magnitude. (i) Map of the
bond order phase.
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the microscope were restructured to be compatible with the ImageJ HDF5 importer using
Matlab. To achieve better contrast, we add together frames in sets of two (Figure 4.5a), for
a time resolution of 626 ms/frame. We then use the TrackMate plugin in ImageJ to perform
both the particle detection and tracking. The parameters for the Laplacian of Gaussian
detector for particle detection using TrackMate were a blob diameter of 0.28 µm, to account
for the apparent reduced width due to the particles being mostly submerged in the IL and a
threshold of 0 (Figure 4.5b). We then removed spurious particle detection in the bare spots
of the monolayer by using the median intensity of the pixels within the detected spot to
construct a histogram with two peaks corresponding to higher intensity (real particles) and
lower intensity (spurious particles), and selecting a cutoff at the lowest point in the histogram
between the high and low peaks (Figure 4.5c, cutoff indicated by blue shading). Another
false positive can occur when the algorithm incorrectly assigns the 1 µm dopant particles as a
few 300 nm particles. For preliminary analysis, these were not removed, since they comprise
a very small portion of the total number of particles, but they can be manually removed. At
this stage, we also removed “particles” detected at the edge of the frame corresponding to
imaging artifacts due to the scanning response. For particle tracking, we used the built in
“Simple LAP tracker” in TrackMate, with a linking max distance of 0.250 µm, a gap-closing
maximum distance of 0.1 µm, and a gap-closing frame gap of 1. TrackMate was used to
visualize the generated tracks and generate videos of the tracks overlaid onto the particle
movies (Figure 4.5d).

Another method that was utilized for visualizing areas of enhanced particle motion is
to add frames together in large sets. Particles that are relatively stationary will appear as
single spots while particles that move over the duration of the averaged frames will appear
as streaks. The number of frames was adjusted based on the extent of particle motion,
with a typical set of 15 frames used for these samples and imaging conditions (Figure 4.5e).
The frame averaging method is advantageous for quickly assessing bulk particle motion,
since the frame averaging method is much less computationally complicated than the par-
ticle detection and linking used in TrackMate. Additionally, using an analysis method that
does not use particle detection or tracking allows us to directly compare the output to the
TrackMate analysis to qualitatively verify the accuracy of our particle tracking. Between
the two methods, areas generally showed the same magnitude and direction of particle mo-
tion, confirming that the TrackMate linking method is generally accurate (Figure 4.5 f,g).
However, the TrackMate analysis provides particle-level information that is needed for more
extensive analysis. For the more extensive analysis, output files from TrackMate were loaded
into a custom Matlab code. The custom Matlab code was used to compute the bond order
parameter magnitude and phase, defined at the end of this section.

Detecting and tracking the dopants is a desirable analysis capability for calculating any
correlations between the positions of the lattice particles and dopants. The same TrackMate
ImageJ plugin can be used to track the dopants with some modifications, albeit with more
user input (Figure 4.6). A Gaussian filter with a radius of 1.2 was applied to the data before
loading into TrackMate. An estimated blob diameter of 0.75 µm was used to initially assign
particle locations, with were then filtered using the total intensity and spot quality, manually
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Figure 4.6: Frames of a movie showing dopant tracking. Dopants are circled in magenta and
tracks are indicated by colored curves.

choosing the threshold for excluded points until only the dopants were positively identified,
with the minimal number of falsely identified dopants present. Tracking was then done with
the Simple LAP tracker with a linking max distance of 0.75 µm, a gap-closing maximum
distance of 0.2 µm and a maximum frame gap of 2. Incorrectly identified dopants typically
occur randomly and can be filtered out by selecting for particles with track lengths greater
than two frames.

Bond order parameter phase and magnitude calculation

We use the bond order parameter magnitude and phase to quantify the crystallinity of
individual particles with respect to the orientation and position of their nearest neighbors.
We define the bond order parameter as Ψ6,j = 1

Nnn

∑Nnn
k=1 e

6iθj,k , where Nnn is the number of
neighboring particles within 0.4 µm and θj,k is the angle between the bond vector connecting
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Figure 4.7: Diagram defining bond order parameter variables.

the particle j and the neighboring particle k and the horizontal reference (Figure 4.7). The
magnitude, which ranges from 0 to 1, describes the local order of the particle. The phase,
which ranges from 0 degrees to 60 degrees for a hexagonal lattice, describes the orientation
of the crystalline region that the particle is in. To aid in interpreting the local order and
orientation of particles in the monolayers, we generate false color maps corresponding to the
bond order parameter magnitude and phase, respectively (Figure 4.5 h,i).

4.3 Electron beam induced dispersal of doped
interfacial colloidal monolayers

4.3.1 Formation of colloidal monolayers

We find that we are able to consistently produce polycrystalline colloidal monolayers with
dopants interspersed in the lattice, with a positive correlation between the position of the
dopants and the position of disordered interfaces. By depositing the ionic liquid, glycerol,
and particle solution onto a substrate immediately before imaging, we are able to observe the
formation of this monolayer on a macroscopic scale (Figure 4.8) by using the high vacuum
of the SEM chamber in place of the final vacuum stage of the typical sample preparation
protocol (Section 4.2.1). We observe that particle density initially builds up in a ring (lighter
contrast) midway between the center and the edge of the liquid droplet. The ring gradually
expands in width over the course of an hour, until it has expanded to completely fill in
the center of the droplet. Before the surface of the droplet has reached a steady coverage,
the lattice at the surface of the droplet already has the same polycrystalline order as a
typical fully formed lattice. This insight was enabled by the newly developed protocol for
the monolayers (4.2.1), where the monolayer is assembled from a solution containing only
particles, IL, and glycerol, which are both vacuum compatible liquids (4.2, step 7). In
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Figure 4.8: Images showing progression of monolayer assembly over time. SE images recorded
at 6 kV.

previous work, the monolayer lattice was assembled from a solution containing particles, IL,
and water, where monolayer assembly occurred at the same time as the removal of the water
[24]. Because the water removal step is incompatible with measuring the sample inside the
SEM vacuum chamber, the monolayer assembly could not previously be directly observed
with the SEM.

4.3.2 Response to electron beam perturbation

The particles in the monolayer are initially static and have reached a stationary configuration
during the overnight wait time between the monolayer assembly and the measurement. The
particles begin to move in response to electron beam exposure within the first one or two
frames, where the electron beam direction is normal to the direction of particle motion. To
control the electron beam exposure such that each measurement begins with a static lattice,
we electrostatically blank the electron beam between measurements and move the imaging
area to avoid previously exposed areas, as described in Section 4.2.4.

With electron beam exposure, the particles in the lattice always follow the following
pattern, regardless the number of 1 µm diameter dopants in the frame (Figure 4.9). First,
the particle density in the center of the frame decreases. The central area of reduced density
expands and particles begin to flow away from the center of the frame. Eventually, a bare
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Figure 4.9: Frames from a movie showing response of monolayer to electron beam perturba-
tion.

area forms in the center of the frame, and a higher density of particles forms around the
edge of the frame. The exact width of this high density border can vary from experiment to
experiment. The formation of the bare patch is typically centered in the field of view but
can form off center as well if the initial particle density loss occurs off-center, speculatively
due to some random fluctuation in particle density that causes the initial loss in density to
occur there.

To explain the loss in particle density, we consider two ways that the particles can leave
the imaging field of view. The particles can either sink into the bulk liquid or they can
translate laterally out of the field of view. In these experiments, we observe instances of
both cases. We expect particle sinking to be a two stage process, where particles are first
de-pinned from the interface and subsequently sink to the bottom of the IL/glycerol droplet.
Initially, uncharged particles are pinned to the vacuum-IL/glycerol interface to minimize
free energy. Moving an uncharged particle from this interface into the bulk solution has an
energy penalty on the order of 25 eV, which we assign as the pinning energy [24]. As the
silica particles are irradiated by the electron beam, they accumulate charge, and the increased
surface potential stabilizes the particle-IL interaction and destabilizes the particle-vacuum
interaction, reducing the pinning energy. This results in more IL counterions covering the
particle surface until the particle is no longer pinned to the interface. With the charged
particle submerged in the ionic liquid, we next consider the effect of gravity by approximating
the gravitational potential energy as mgh, where m is the mass of a single colloidal particle,
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g is the gravitational constant, and h is the height of the ionic liquid/glycerol droplet. We
calculate the mass of the particles to be 3.11 × 10−14 g for a 300 nm lattice particle and
1.15 × 10−12 g for a 1 µm dopant particle, using a density of 2.2 g/cm3 and the volume of a
sphere, 4

3
πr3, where r is the radius of the particle. The height of the droplet is approximated

to be 30 µm by taking the difference in the working distance of the electron beam focused
on the top of the IL/glycerol droplet compared to the working distance of the electron beam
focused on the substrate. Using these values, the gravitational potential energy of a 300
nm lattice particle is 0.057 eV and is 2.1 eV for a 1 µm dopant particle. These energies
are much lower than the 25 eV pinning energy for a neutral particle, which is consistent
with the observation that the uncharged particles populate the top interface of the droplet.
However, when the particles accumulate charge and become submerged, the contribution of
the pinning energy decreases and gravitational energy dominates, resulting in the particles
sinking into the IL/glycerol droplet. Alternately, the density of the silica particles, 2.2 g/cm3

[84] is greater than that of the ionic liquid (1.24 g/cm3 [88]) or glycerol (1.26 g/cm3 [89]),
so a fully submerged particle is expected to sink. In our group’s previous work, particle
sinking rate was found to be independent of position within the imaged area [24], so we do
not attribute the preferential loss in density at the center solely to particle sinking.

To explain the two observations that the center undergoes the decrease in density first
and that particles remain at the border of the frame, we speculate that this effect is caused
by the geometry of the imaging field of view. As the electron beam interacts with the
sample, potential energy is built up in the system in the form of charge from the electron
beam accumulating in the silica particles, which are insulators. Calculations suggest that
this energy is not thermal, i.e. the electron beam hardly elevates the temperature of the
monolayer, although the extent to which this energy is electrostatic is at least to a great
extent mitigated by IL screening [24]. Areas near the edge of the field of view have a bath
of unexposed sample nearby in which to deposit that energy, whereas areas in the center
of the field of view are bounded on all sides by areas also exposed to the electron beam.
This circumstance builds up a gradient in potential energy that is highest in the center of
the field of view. In response to this gradient, the particles or the underlying solution could
move outwards towards the area of lower energy deposition, leading to an outward flow that
results in an overall lower particle density in the center of the field of view.

Within this framework for lattice dynamics, the number of dopants present in the lattice
changes the lattice’s response to electron beam perturbation. With more dopants, the de-
crease in particle density proceeds more quickly (Figure 4.10). In lattices with more dopants,
the initial loss in particle density appears earlier compared to lattices with fewer dopants
and the overall decrease in particle density then occurs progressively more quickly. This can
be quantified by using the particle tracking data to plot the area fraction of 300 nm diam-
eter lattice particles, which decreases more quickly at higher dopant concentrations (Figure
4.11). This decrease in density is correlated to a decrease in the magnitude of the bond
order parameter, consistent with the loss of crystalline order that accompanies the decrease
in particle density.
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Figure 4.10: Frames from movies showing response of monolayer to electron beam pertur-
bation at different dopant concentrations. Frames are spaced every 10 seconds with black
frames corresponding to time points where no data was recorded.
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Figure 4.11: Plots of the area fraction of particles and bond order parameter magnitude for
different dopant concentrations shown in Figure 4.10.

4.3.3 Lattice polycrystallinity does not appear strongly correlated
to dopant concentration

To further analyze the evolution of the colloidal monolayer with changing dopant concentra-
tion, we examine the crystal grain orientation of the 300 nm diameter particle lattice relative
to the positions of the 1 µm diameter dopants. We calculate the Ψ6 phase for each particle
and use it to generate a false color map in which crystal grains are clusters of similarly
colored particles with similar orientations (Figure 4.12). The positions of the 1 µm dopants
are marked with pink circles. In all dopant number cases, the starting lattice is similarly
polycrystalline, comprised of a few large crystal grains and other less ordered areas. With
continued electron beam exposure, the particle density and crystalline order in the center
of the field of view decrease. The dopants primarily move towards the edge of the field of
view and occasionally sink into the bulk liquid droplet. The position of the dopants appears
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Figure 4.12: False color maps of crystal grain orientation and dopant position (pink circles).

to be correlated with the position of disordered particles between crystal grains. Because
the size of a 1µm dopant is not commensurate with a given number of close-packed 300 nm
lattice particles, the fact that the dopants do not exist inside perfect crystal grains is not
necessarily surprising. Nevertheless, with the time resolution currently available for imaging
the formation of the monolayer, whether the dopants migrate to the disordered interfaces be-
tween crystal grains or the presence of a dopant promotes formation of a disordered interface
around it is unknown.

In addition, we find that the number of dopants does not strongly affect the polycrys-
tallinity of the initial monolayer, prior to electron beam exposure (Figure 4.13). Using |Ψ6|
magnitude to determine the local order surrounding a given lattice particle, we designate
lattice particles as ordered (|Ψ6| ≥ 0.7, blue) or disordered (|Ψ6| < 0.7, yellow). We calculate
the particle’s order using an average of the first four frames for improved particle localization
and generate a false color map showing regions of order and disorder, with dopant particle
locations shown in maroon (Figure 4.13, left). Comparing the number fraction of ordered
and disordered particles, we do not find a clear trend with changing dopant number (Figure
4.13, right). With this analysis, we suggest that the degree of polycrystallinity present in
the initial monolayer lattice is not dependent on the dopant concentration.
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Figure 4.13: Visualization of unchanging lattice order with changing dopant concentration.
(a) False color maps of |Ψ6| with varying dopant concentration, with ordered particles as-
signed to |Ψ6| ≥ 0.7 in blue and disordered particles assigned to |Ψ6| < 0.7 in yellow. (b)
Plot of number fraction of ordered (|Ψ6| ≥ 0.7, blue) and disordered (|Ψ6| < 0.7, yellow)
particles with respect to dopant count.

4.3.4 Lattice particle motion does not appear strongly correlated
to dopant presence

We also visualize the trajectories of the 300 nm diameter lattice particles to map how the
300 nm diameter lattice particles respond to the electron beam perturbation (Figure 4.14).
We overlay the trajectory path of up to the previous 15 particle positions, with trajectories
colored according to the mean particle velocity over the course of the 15 frames. False particle
assignments on dopant locations were not removed and incorrectly appear as clusters of short
lived, fast moving trajectories. We observe that particles move outwards from the center of
the field of view. Longer trajectories, indicating more particle motion, appear earlier in
the center of the field of view compared to the edge. Trajectories sometimes align with
with lattice planes, suggesting that concerted motion of particles is possible. The length
of trajectories is not uniform across all areas of the lattice. Some areas of lattice particles
are more stationary, visualized as shorter trajectories, while other areas are more mobile,
and have longer trajectories. There is no visually apparent correlation between the mean
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Figure 4.14: Velocity maps of particles showing the trajectory path of up to the previous
15 particle positions, with trajectories colored according to mean particle velocity over the
course of the 15 frames. False particle assignments on dopant locations were not removed
and incorrectly appear as short lived, fast moving trajectories.
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velocity or trajectory length of the 300 nm diameter lattice particle with the position of 1
µm diameter dopant particles.

4.3.5 Summary of experimental results

To consider possible explanations for this dopant concentration dependent monolayer dis-
persal, we reconsider the known conditions of the experiment. The sample begins as a
stationary polycrystalline lattice which is initially formed on the timescale of an hour and
then equilibrated overnight. The electron beam deposits energy and charge into the system,
which causes the initially static particles to begin to fluctuate and enables the particles in
the lattice to explore new configurations. The charge accumulates in the silica particles and
the ionic liquid solvent responds by screening this accumulated charge. The presence of the
uncharged glycerol serves to reduce the ease with which the ionic liquid ions can form a ca-
pacitive double layer around the particle. This initial movement is followed by the decrease
in particle density. In previous colloidal monolayer experiments in our lab that did not use
glycerol and that were done with different electron beam parameters, particle density was
reduced primarily by particles depinning from the surface and sinking into the bulk solution
and this sinking was randomly distributed across the field of view [24]. In this case, we
observe a combination of particles flowing outward from the center of the frame and some
instances of sinking. In both the previously studied system and in this one, the reduction in
particle density begins from the center, but a major difference from the previously studied
system is that the reduction in particle density is dominated by outward expansion of the
monolayer.

We find that the lattice dispersal depends on two things, both of which should therefore
play a role in a plausible explanation for this process. The first is the number of dopants in
the particle lattice, where a larger number of dopants is correlated with faster dispersal of
the lattice. The second is the effect of the electron beam, without which the lattice would
remain as a polycrystalline monolayer. Specifically, we find that electron beam perturbation
causes the lattice particles to flow outwards. This is consistent with a speculated electron
beam induced energy gradient (Section 4.3.2) where either the particles or their surrounding
solution flow outwards in response to this gradient. The role of the dopants in this process
is less clear, with possible hypotheses presented in Section 4.4.

4.4 Hypotheses for observed colloid dynamics
We find that the number of dopants present in the lattice controls how fast the lattice
disperses, with a larger number of dopants leading to faster lattice dispersal. While we have
generated a few explanations consistent with this observation, none thus far is definitive.
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4.4.1 Dopant-induced changes in particle flow

One possible explanation is that the presence of dopants changes the flow of particles moving
out of the frame. Uninterrupted crystal grains have less free volume for the particles to
begin moving around in compared to crystal lattices with dopants that inherently break
up the lattice packing and co-occur with disordered boundaries and other types of defects.
With more accessible area in which the particles can rearrange, the lattice may be able to
accommodate the outward flow of the electron beam exposed particles more easily, enabling
the dispersal of particles outwards compared to lattices with fewer dopants. Additionally,
for a particle in the center of an ordered grain to move to the edge of a frame, the particle
must undergo some concerted motion with its neighbors, since there are no open spaces for
that particle to move into. If the presence of dopants increases the polycrystallinity of the
lattice, the typical length scale of the crystal grain size is decreased, relaxing this constraint.

However, we do not find this to be a complete explanation. While a large number of
dopants can result in a more disrupted crystal lattice, the lattice is already polycrystalline
without the introduction of dopants. For smaller numbers of dopants, while the dopant
position and disordered interface positions appear correlated, this does not necessarily result
in an increase in the number of disordered interfaces. By visual inspection of lattices where
grains are identified in false color of the Ψ6 phase, we do not find a large difference in the
initial grain size of the lattice, especially in the comparison between one and nine dopants
(Figure 4.12), which does result in a notable change in the time of lattice dispersal. Addi-
tionally, we use the particle tracking capability to visualize the trajectory and velocity of
particles and do not find an obvious difference in particles near or far from dopants, based on
visual inspection of trajectories with false color corresponding to particle velocity overlaid on
particle image data (Figure 4.14). However, both of these initial analyses of grain polycrys-
tallinity or particle velocity were performed by using some quantitative metric to apply false
color to data and perform a visual comparison. A more thorough and completely quantitative
analysis, such as computing characteristic grain sizes, directly comparing the distribution of
particle velocities at different dopant concentrations, or calculating the correlation between
particle velocity and distance from dopants, will provide more insight.

4.4.2 Differential charge buildup

Another possible explanation for the dopant concentration dependence of the monolayer
dispersal centers on the differential electron beam interaction with monolayer particles com-
pared to the larger dopant particles. The effect of accelerating voltage on electron beam
penetration was simulated using CASINO [19] and considered when selecting imaging con-
ditions (Section 4.2.3) and is further analyzed here. CASINO was used to model the charge
deposition in particles of sizes corresponding to the lattice particles and the dopants at
different accelerating voltages, neglecting the presence of the solvent (Figure 4.3, experi-
mental condition of 6 kV highlighted in red). The electron beam deposits charge in the
particles, which initiates the observed dynamics. Because the dopants are larger than the
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Figure 4.15: Image of example ROI selection and plot of grayscale mean intensity surrounding
a dopant.

monolayer particles, the electron beam is absorbed entirely by the dopant particles but pen-
etrates through the smaller monolayer particles (Figure 4.3). Specifically, at 6 kV, 23% of
electrons are transmitted through 1 µm diameter dopants, while 87% of electrons are trans-
mitted through 300 nm diameter lattice particles (Figure 4.4, transmitted fraction). Charge
buildup in these particles depends greatly on the ability of low energy secondary electrons
to escape from the material, which is relatively enhanced in the 300 nm monolayer particles,
where the path for escape from any point in the particle is shorter compared to the path a
secondary electron must take to escape from the 1 µm dopant. The CASINO simulations
show that there should be increased negative charge buildup in the dopant particles com-
pared to the lattice particles, which remain close to neutral charge. While the CASINO
simulations do not directly suggest a direct mechanism for charge-based repulsion, if there
were some electron beam induced interaction that was repulsive, it would lead to the disper-
sal of the lattice. In this case, more dopants would cause more overall repulsive interactions
and therefore the lattice would disperse more quickly.

We initially assessed this hypothesis by monitoring the grayscale intensity of a region of
interest (ROI) centered on a dopant particle, where the grayscale intensity is correlated to
the number of particles within the ROI that contribute to a positive signal over the dark
background (Figure 4.15). As the lattice disperses, the grayscale intensity decreases, which is
consistent with the reduced particle density. However, we do not find a significant difference
between the ROI containing a dopant compared to an ROI comprised of only lattice particles,
showing that the expected density decrease near a dopant due to repulsive interactions is not
apparent with this analysis method. The analysis could be improved by using the already
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existing particle and dopant tracking capability, using their positions to calculating the pair
distribution function of lattice particles near a dopant to see if less obvious change in the
interparticle interaction is occurring. Additionally, since the preferential charge buildup
would depend on the depth of the e-beam penetration, measuring monolayer dispersion as
a function of accelerating voltage, which would generate different charge deposition depth
profiles, would be another means to test this hypothesis.

On the other hand, despite higher simulated charge on the dopants, the ions that comprise
the ionic liquid in the solvent are able to screen charge. This likely diminishes any repulsive
effects, unless the screening capacity diminishes with increasing amounts of deposited charge
controlled by the amount of electron beam exposure. The surface area of a 1 µm diameter
dopant particle is 3.14 µm2, which is 11 times greater than the 0.28 µm2 surface area of
a 300 nm diameter lattice particle. While these areas do not correspond exactly to the
submerged area of the particle, this preliminary comparison suggests that the extent of ionic
liquid screening should be greater for the dopant particles, given their much larger surface
area available for interaction with the ionic liquid. For screening of the particle by the ionic
liquid, the ratio of submerged surface area to accumulated charge should control the extent to
which the ionic liquid screens the charged particles. An important consideration is that the
larger dopant particles intercept more of the electron beam and are more highly charged than
the smaller lattice particles (Figure 4.4). Additionally, because the larger dopant particles
have a larger radius, the electron beam inputs more electrons into a dopant particle compared
to a smaller radius lattice particle. One factor to consider is that we expect that the contact
angle between the solvent and particle to remain constant. Since the radius of curvature for
the 1µm dopant particles is larger, they should protrude further out of the solvent. Another
consideration is the presence of glycerol in the solvent solution, which could diminish the
screening effect of the ionic liquid by changing the arrangement of ionic liquid ions near the
surface of the silica particles.

4.4.3 Electron beam interaction with ionic liquid and glycerol
solution

Yet another dimension to be considered in the experimental interpretation is the interaction
between the electron beam and the IL and glycerol bath. The electron beam directly interacts
with any exposed liquid above or in the interstices between particles, which are almost fully
submerged, and can also penetrate through the 300 nm lattice particles to interact with
the liquid beneath those particles. The presence of dopants introduces a different geometry
which changes the extent of those interactions, by some combination of increasing the volume
of liquid above a dopant particle, changing the size of interstitial regions by disrupting
particle packing (Figure 4.16, yellow), or blocking the electron beam from interacting with
the liquid layer below the dopant (Figure 4.16, blue). The exact nature of the electron beam
interaction with the ionic liquid and glycerol is not obvious, although it can certainly induce
chemistry, since prolonged exposure to the electron beam will produce a new material with
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Figure 4.16: Illustration of possible electron beam and liquid interaction volumes. Particles
(gray) are drawn to scale in relative diameter but not necessarily to scale in interparticle
spacing. Interstitial and above-particle volume is shaded yellow and the liquid layer below
lattice particles is shaded blue.

dark contrast, which we speculate to be some polymerized ionic liquid. The buildup of some
species in the area of IL/glycerol that interacts with the electron beam, possibly some charged
species, radicals, or even heat, would create a gradient in the frame compared to unexposed
areas of the sample, possibly then resulting in liquid flow to eliminate the gradient. Because
the presence of dopants can tune the extent of electron beam interaction with the liquid,
the formation of this gradient and the system’s response could plausibly be dependent on
the dopant concentration. Since the exact nature of the electron beam interaction with the
liquid is not well defined, quantitatively proving this hypothesis presents some difficulty.

4.5 Conclusions and outlook
We are able to consistently produce interfacial polycrystalline colloidal monolayers with
large particle dopants at an IL/glycerol-vacuum interface and study their response to elec-
tron beam perturbation. A key modification in this system relative to earlier work (Reference
[24]) is the introduction of glycerol to the liquid droplet, which at 25% concentration greatly
improves the reproducibility with which we can form well-ordered crystalline monolayers.
With the doped monolayers, we find that they consistently respond to electron beam per-
turbation with a reduction in particle density at the center of the field of view due to a
combination of outward particle flow and sinking, to fill most of the frame. The rate at
which this reduction in monolayer density occurs is dependent on the number of dopants
present. While we have not yet fully explained this process, we have outlined several plau-
sible explanations to explore, including dopant-induced changes in particle flow, differential
charge buildup in dopant particles compared to lattice particles, and changes in the electron
beam interaction with ionic liquid and glycerol caused by the presence of dopants. We will
work towards building a model that takes into account the balance of energies, including
the interfacial pinning energy and energy accumulated in the particles over the course of the
experiment, particle diffusion, and the balance between electrostatic and classical contribu-
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tions to the dynamics observed here. Overall, the combination of imaging and simultaneous
sample perturbation in SEM imaging is a unique approach to probing the possible dynamics
in colloidal monolayers under a non-equilibrium driving protocol.
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Chapter 5

Overall conclusions and outlook

Low-dose electron microscopy and cathodoluminescence microscopy are important tools in
the imaging science repertoire, especially for capturing dynamics in nanoscale systems. They
provide a powerful combination of fast scanning, which enables studying faster dynamics,
and nanoscale resolution, which enables studying systems that are inaccessible to other
diffraction-limited microscopy techniques. In particular, cathodoluminescence microscopy
also enables direct correlation between spatial and photophysical properties.

Using TRCL microscopy, we demonstrated that we can distinguish different Mn2+ dopant
emitter lifetimes in metal halide perovskite microplates and correlated those changes to the
position of the Mn2+ dopant in the sample. Measuring changes in the dopant lifetimes
allowed us to gain insight into how the dopant’s local environment can be used to enhance its
emission. In this case, the spatial resolution enabled by the focused electron beam excitation
was essential to attribute the change in the lifetime of the Mn2+ dopant to the Mn2+ at
the surface of the host material. TRCL microscopy can be extended to other materials
where nanoscale spatial variation in their luminescence properties cannot be understood
with changes in emission wavelength or emission intensity alone.

For softer materials, such as organic or biological materials, we have developed CLAIRE
microscopy, which retains the spatial and temporal resolution of direct cathodolumines-
cence microscopy while greatly reducing the damage to the sample caused by the electron
beam. We have demonstrated CLAIRE imaging of metal and polymer nanoparticle dynam-
ics, paving the way for the use of nanoparticles as CLAIRE labels and for using CLAIRE to
image dynamics in soft materials. We have continued to extend our capabilities, developing
a graphene encapsulation method to make CLAIRE compatible with aqueous samples and
performing preliminary experiments towards label-free CLAIRE imaging of photosynthetic
membranes. Overall, this work provides a foundation for CLAIRE as a minimally inva-
sive super-resolution microscopy technique that is well suited for imaging dynamics in soft
materials at the nanoscale.

For non-luminescent samples, low dose electron microscopy is a powerful technique for
imaging dynamics. We used low-dose SEM to drive and characterize the dynamics of a
colloidal monolayer comprised of nanoparticles assembled at the surface of an ionic liquid
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droplet. While the ionic liquid is sensitive to electron beam exposure, we demonstrate that
with careful management of the electron dose, this does not prevent the use of SEM to
characterize the dynamics.

Together, these studies show that low-dose SEM-based imaging is powerful for character-
izing a range of different systems, all requiring nanoscale spatial resolution and fast temporal
resolution.
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